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COLONEL HARVEY ALEXANDER,
D . S . O.

THE whole of the service of Colonel Alexander, from

the 24th January 1880, when he obtained a commis-

sion as 2nd Lieutenant (from the Herefordshire

Militia) to the 10th October 1902, when he went on

half pay, was Tenth Hussar service.

Immediately after being gazetted he proceeded to

join the regiment, which then, as now, formed part

of the Garrison of Rawal Pindi.

After three years ' Indian service, he was detailed
for duty with the Regimental Depot at the Cavalry

Depot at Canterbury, thus missing the fighting in

which the Tenth took part in the -Eastern Soudan.

He rejoined with the Depot, which had been trans-

ferred to Shorncliffe Camp, on the arrival of the
Regiment there, on the 21st April 1884, having, on the

1st July 1881, been promoted Lieutenant.

He was promoted Captain on the 16th March 1889,

and on the 1st February of the following year appoint-

ed Adjutant of Auxiliary Forces .

This appointment he held for the full period of five

years, and resumed regimental service on the 1st
February 1895.

From that date he was present with the Regiment

until the end of the South African War.

He was promoted Major on the 2nd January 1897,

and Lieutenant-Colonel on the 3rd August 1900.

Colonel Alexander commanded that portion of the

regiment which embarked for South Africa on the

ill-fated hired transport " Ismore " ; readers of the

Gazette have already been made acquainted with the

particulars of that unlucky voyage from Birkenhead
to Paternoster Bay, in the excellent and graphic

account of Captain Cadogan, and it is due to Major
Alexander to say that the splendid discipline and good

order displayed by the Troops on board was, in

great measure, the result of his example and personal

display of coolness and presence of mind.

He was the last man on board, except one other,

our old Farrier-Major—Crawford, to don a life-belt,

and he did not leave the swiftly-sinking ship until the

last boat-load or soldiers was ready to move off .
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As has already been recounted in the Gazelle, all

the arrangements for the bivouac on the inhospitable
coast on which the shipwrecked party were landed,

as well as the trying march through the sand-veldt to

the place of re-embarkation, fell upon Col. Alexander

in his capacity of Officer Commanding the Troops

on board.

These were carried out with surprising smoothness,

and were followed by the responsibility of preparing

during the twelve days at Stellenbosch, for rejoining

the head-quarters, including the selection of remounts,

and refitting with equipment and stores to replace
those lost in the wreck . When it is considered that

only such a brief period was occupied thus, and in

training the Argentine remounts which were received

for the party, it is obvious that no time was lost, and
even then the party chafed in their impatience to be at

the front with the Regiment . It was a source of regret

to all that they missed the first introduction of the

Tenth to the enemy on the 13th December, the day on

which the Regiment had its first brush with the Boers.

The " Ismore " party left Stellenbosch on the 19th

December and rejoined head-quarters at Arundel,

Cape Colony, on the 21st.

A period of activity was in course, and Colonel

Alexander was at once called upon to take part in the
daily work of reconnaissance which was the routine

of the small Army then employed in holding a front

of nearly forty miles, and checking the advance of the

Boers.

He accompanied the Regiment from Arundel to

Rensburg on the 31st December and in the march,

on the evening of that day, to Maeder's Farm, which
was reached at 9-30 p .m . A move forward was made

at 2 a.m. with the object of surprising the Boers,

whose position, about four miles from the Farm,

consisted of a series of apparently unending kopjes,
with the town of Colesberg- in the centre, practically

hidden from our view by ' the hills . As is known, the

Boers were on the alert, and having challenged,
opened, in the dark, a heavy fire upon the column,

which had halted about 1,50o yards from the foot of the

hills ; the Berkshires here did a smart piece of work,

rushing a kopje immediately to their front, and driving
the enemy out . As soon as day broke, the eremy's

Artillery opened fire, and ours replied ; we were now
introduced, for the first time, to the "pom-pom,"

The fighting did not cease until 7 p.m ., was resumed
and continued during the whole of the 2nd January

1900, and again on the 3rd and 4th. On the latter

day Colonel Alexander was wounded by rifle fire, and

had to retire to the Field Hospital at Rensburg .

He was soon back again doing his duty as 'second in
command, and left Maeder 's Farm, with the Regiment,
on the 5th February, having taken part in many small

affairs in the neighbourhood of Colesberg in the
interval.

From this time, he took part in every engagement in
which the Regiment participated, up to the 3oth April,

when in the battle dear Krantz Kraal he was again

wounded (severely), and had to go back for treatment.

In a comparatively short space of time, he resumed

his place with the Regiment, and was present in each
action and operation in which it was engaged, includ-

ing the occupation of Pretoria, the battle of Diamond

Hill, and the many minor affairs, up to the 3rd August

1900 . On this day, the period of Colonel Fisher's

command having expired, Colonel Alexander succeed-

ed to the command of the Regiment, and led it in that

harassing chase after the elusive Commandant De
Vet, which was pursued in the high veldt under the

most trying climatic conditions of a Transvaal winter,

and with limitations of rest, rations, and supplies of
all kinds strained to their utmost . Though little
actual fighting took place, sniping and desultory

musketry fire were constant experiences in the daily

marches of the Regiment, which frequently were
` forced ' marches of as much as forty miles, and at

no time of the war, had more been exacted from all

ranks. Accordingly, on arrival at Pretoria, on the

28th August, the prospect of a rest there was pleasant

to all . Here, on the 20th September, remounts were
received, and three days later the Tenth was again on

the move, marching to Nitral's Nek, the recent scene

of the disaster to The Greys and Lincolns.

From that date, up to the middle of January 1901 the

Regiment, under Colonel Alexander 's command, was
engaged in an unending pursuit after Boer comman-

does under De Wet, Delarey, Beyers and others, and

were engaged in many minor affairs, suffering com-

paratively little loss, but subjected to the same trying
conditions that marked the preceding period.

On the 12th January a hurried march was made

from Bezeidenhuit to Kaalfontein, where the Boers, in
force, were attacking the Railway station, and the

next one to it, Suurfontein . They made off on the

approach of the Brigade and the Regiment halted

there for a fortnight, re-equipping, and receiving, for

the first time, the long rifle in replacement of the

Cavalry carbine which was withdrawn.

On the 27th January, a big enveloping movement,

the object of which was to drive the Boers on to the

borders of Zululand and Swaziland, was started . The
column of which the Tenth formed part consisted, in
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addition, of the Eighth Hussars, who had replaced

the Composite Household Regiment in the Brigade ;

and the Twelfth Lancers, with two sections of " Q, "
R . H . A ; one section of the 28th Battery R . F. A ;
200 Lancashire Fusiliers, and 300 of the Dublin

Fusiliers,

Six other columns took part in this movement, and
our column trekked East, via Bethel and Ermelo,

engaging fugitive parties of Burghers almost every

day, destroying grain supplies, and collecting refugee
women and children . On the 16th February we arrived
at Piet Retief, in rains which totally impeded any

further advance, and here the column was held up by the

incessant downpour, until the 15th March . The Assegai,

Pongola, Pivaan, and Blood rivers were all in flood

and impassable, which precluded all practicability of

bringing forage and rations to the columns, and the

whole were entirely without supplies for three weeks.
During this time, sheep were killed, mealies were

collected, and made into paste or a semblance of bread,

and even coffee (?) was made from them . A generous
crop of peaches, from orchards in the vicinity, were

gathered and were excellent substitutes for vegetables.

In the meantime, despite the weather, the Royal

Engineers never relaxed in their work, and having

reported that a trestle bridge had been constructed
over the Assegai, the troops were released, and

marched out of Piet Retief on the 15th March . On

the 22nd, the Pongola was crossed by means of a

pontoon bridge, constructed by the Sappers, and the

columns went on, day by day, until the 11th April,

when the Buffalo River was forded, and Natal entered.

Here tranquility prevailed, and for the first time for a
year and a half, Colonel Alexander was able to

dispense with outlying picquets, etc ., at night . The
next day the Regiment, with the Brigade, marched

through Dundee, to Glencoe, receiving orders to
entrain again for Pretoria on the 13th.

On arrival at Elandsfontein on the 17th, counter-

orders were received, to proceed to Springs, and

there the Regiment re-fitted and re-mounted for

another trek through Heidelberg, Riversdraai, to

Boschkop, the idea being to move in the direction of

Greylingstadt, extending our right as far as the Vaal,

and sweep the country as we marched.

About six miles out from Boschkop, the advance

guard reported a large convoy in front, and the
Colonel at once gave the order to pursue, soon as-

certaining that it was a Boer convoy . By this time
we were close to the Vaal river, across which the Boers

were hurriedly crossing, and several of their wagons had

already gained the Orange Free State on the far bank .

Colonel Alexander with " A " Squadron and one

troop of " C " crossed to head them . After a little

shooting at some snipers, they galloped to the main

drift, stopped a lot of wagons, swung to the right,

and galloped on to stop a long line of cattle, moving

on, about three miles off. This was done and

another wagon captured. The rest of the convoy was

some way off, and an exciting chase ensued . The

head of it was apparently just turning round the right

hand corner of a flat hill two or three miles distant.
Thinking the burghers would be sure to hold this hill

to save their wagons, and that the rest of the Brigade

was coming on, on his right, Colonel Alexander

made for the left hand corner of the hill, and after

shooting at some of the enemy on the left, galloped

to the back of the hill ; there was no sign of the

Brigade, but wagons still trekking, and turning rather

from the pursuing party which continued to gallop,

parallel to, and on the left of them ; they then turned

more to their right, and again the pursuers conformed
to the movement, having to get on higher ground, up

a long level incline, to get up with their quarry.

Immediately the ascent of the incline was commenced,

some Boers on the top of the hill opened fire, the

Tenth drew swords, and galloped for them, and after

a very little defence they fled . On gaining the crest

of the hill, many wagons were found, and Boers seen
flying in all directions . Thewagons were taken, also
about 4o0 head of cattle, and our party returned to

the Vaal, arriving in the dark, with exhausted horses.

At least thirteen miles had to be traversed to reach

the river, where the Brigade had bivouacked, and at

a moderate computation, forty-five miles must have

been covered by Colonel Alexander and his party
that day.

The whole of the 8th May was spent in collecting

derelict cattle from the south bank of the river, and

keeping off small parties of Boers hovering round.
The total of the captures was 30 Boers, 69 families,
about 4,000 cattle, 15,000 sheep, Too wagons and
carts, and 5 83 horses.

Marching on the 9th, " B " Squadron fought a heavy
rear-guard action when leaving the bivouac . Great
difficulty was experienced with the cattle, the whole

force becoming herders and drovers of the stock,

which covered an expanse of many miles.Grootevlei
was reached without serious opposition, and there the

force bivouacked for the night, marching to Grey -
lingstadt, on the 10th, and handing over all prisoners
and stock on the 11th.

A stay was made at Greylingstadt until the 15th

May, with an interlude on the 12th, which took- the
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form of a " rounding up " expedition . For this

the regiment turned out at 2 a .m . and marched to the

south-east corner of a range of kopjies, south of the

dorp. Arriving at its position soon after day break,

Boers were discerned on a flat kopje : these were

pursued and eleven captured, also some cattle.

On the 15th May the march was resumed, and

continued to the middle of June, encountering and

fighting many small commandoes, the most important

opposition being met with at Bethel . On the 5th

June the Vaal was re-crossed, and Piet Retief which

was found totally deserted, re-occupied on the 9th

June. Paul Pieter's Dorp was entered and found in

the same condition on the 20th . Crossings of the

rivers Assegai, Pongola, Swaartwater, and Umgwim-

pisi were effected with some difficulty during this

movement, which terminated at Middleburg, in the

Transvaal on the 16th July 1901.

Here the Brigade, which had been formed in February

1900 and included the Tenth and Twelfth during the

whole period, was broken up, and the Colonel was

ordered to return with his Regiment to the Cape

Colony, and there form an independent column, com-

posed of the Regiment, a section of " Q " Battery,

R.H .A ., a Field Hospital, and a Supply Column.

Accordingly the Tenth entrained on the 17th and

18th July, and arrived at Naawpoort, in the Colony,

on the 21st : the work of preparing for an advance

into districts in which the enemy was inciting the

Colonists to rebellion at once commenced . All

arrangements having been completed, the column set

out on the 29th July, and experienced what may be

described as the most harassing time of the campaign.

Bad weather, forced marches frequently continued
through the night, often many miles from the rail,

and unable to communicate with, or receive orders

from the Directing Officers of operations, the difficul-

ties of the conduct of the guerilla war were increased

to a maximum degree . Often orders were received

by despatch riders, two or three days after being

written, when it was impossible to be at the places

directed ; it can therefore be imagined that the respon-

sibilities devolving upon the Commanders of Columns

working under these conditions were intensified to an
extraordinary extent, and that their lot was not a

happy one. Very much good work was done by

Colonel Alexander 's column in these trying times,

including the successful termination of an attack of

an overwhelming force of the enemy under Scheepers

and Van de Venter, at Uniondale on the 19th August,

and culminating in the capture of the former brave
Commandant on the

	

th October. A day or two
after this event he proceeded to England to enjoy a

well-deserved rest, and on his return to South Africa

was appointed to the command of a long line of block-

houses in the Colony, which he held until the cessa-

tion of hostilities . He then returned to the Regiment,

at Porterville Road, and took it to Malmesbury,

again leaving it to assume the post of Assistant
Adjutant-General at Jersey, which he filled until his

retirement from the Army on half pay.

For his services in South Africa he was mentioned

in despatches, appointed to the Distinguished Service

Order, and received the Queen 's medal with five
clasps, and the King 's medal with two clasps.

It may be said that the whole period of Colonel

Alexander ' s service as Commanding Officer of the

Tenth was a period of unceasing fighting, the strain

of which can only be realised by those who have had
similar experiences ; all his reflections on the share

in the war, performed by the Regiment whilst under

his command, and the success with which it emerged

from every situation, must fill him, as it does those

who served under him, with satisfaction.

In times of peace his kindness and consideration for

his men, also that of Mrs . Alexander for the married

families, will ever be a dominating memory of all

ranks of his time, and this opportunity is taken of

wishing them both many years of usefulness in their life

in the County of Dorsetshire, where they now reside.

This wish is heartily endorsed by the Old Comrades'

Association, in which our former Colonel takes a

keen interest, and to which he is always ready to lend

his support .

Editor's Notes.
To all Old Comrades and friends the good wishes of

the serving Tenth go forth—wishes hearty and sincere,

that success may attend all their undertakings

during the New Year upon which we have just entered,
and that the world will go well with them and theirs.

THIS is a season which induces kindly feelings in the

hearts of all the British race ; when that "greatest of

all "--Charity—sways powerfully the mulitudes of our

Empire, and we feel immune from a suspicion of

insincerity, however effusively we hail our friends, cr

give expression to our predominant thoughts : we

therefore greet ours with the above message with the
firm conviction that those to whom it is addressed

will feel the assurance that it is not merely a message,

but a sentiment deeply rooted by the ties and associ-

ations that have formerly existed, never, we trust, to

be weakened .
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FOLLOWING the observance of this season in former

years, the following officers cabled to us their good

wishes for Christmas and the New Year . The proof

that the memories of their Regiment are ever present

in their thoughts is most gratifying, and all ranks,
through the Gazette, thank them for, and strongly

reciprocate, their kind expressions :
Lady and Sir Authur Lawley,

Lady and Sir William Bass,

H. E. The Commander-in-Chief in India,
General Kavanagh,

Major Shearman,

Lt .-Col . M. H. Wilson,

Captain Annesley,

Captain Gibbs,

and by letter, The Tenth Hussars' Old Comrades'

Association.

Cards conveying greetings were also received from—

The Inniskilling Dragoons,

The 14th Murray's Jat Lancers,

The Royal Munster Fusiliers,

and Gopal Singh, 11th K. E . O. Lancers (Probyn's

Horse).

CHRISTMAS was heralded, on its eve, by the sound of

the gobbling of turkeys, the sounds of geese, the
quacking of ducks, and the cackle of poultry ; doomed

to an early death, and a subsequent temporary appear-

ance on the dining tables of the Squadrons and the

married families . These sounds prevailed throughout

every part of the barracks on the 24th December,

which was a gloomy, drizzling wet day, auguring not
too well for our weather prospect on the festival day.

This, however, broke bright and sunny, and when the

Colonel, who had come specially for the occasion from

Lahore, started on his rounds of the Squadron

bungalows, everything was as it should be. It is a
high test to visit to every Squadron, the Sergeants '
Mess and the Band, making addresses in each, which,

while appealing to the audiences, must not be

weakened by repetition . It must be said that the

Colonel was equal to the occasion, and indubitably

proved himself an orator as well as a soldier, indeed

he eclipsed himself, and struck notes which appealed to

his listeners with extraordinary force . Everywhere

he addressed them on subjects which were best calcu-
lated to arouse their interest . His injunctions " that

The Tenth should ride straight, shoot straight, with the

sword point straight, and after the Christmas dinner
walk straight, " is likely to live many years as a Christ-
mas motto for the Regiment . His communications of
the views on the efficiency of the Regiment, of the

Commander-in-Chief in India, and of a report made to
the Inspector-General of the Forces at home were

received with delight, while the messages of Sir

Arthur Lawley, expressing his lasting- regard for the

Regiment, were equally appreciated.

The day was all that could be desired, unmarred

by a single untoward incident.

THE past quarter has not been marked by unusually

exciting events : it is the one of the year which in

India is invariably welcomed, because it brings back
to us, after their enforced exile at the hills, or volun-

tary separation on leave, those Officers, N .-C. Officers

and men, and married families, who have been

conspicuously absent for protracted periods . In all

cases, be it of those in the former or latter category,

we sympathise with them, in that their duty or desire

took them away, and give all credence to their avowals

of their gladness to be with us again.

THE men sent to Topa have never missed the earliest
opportunity of " coming- down " again, and those who

came down the earliest accounted themselves the

luckiest, whilst those sent up to relieve them did so

reluctantly ; some, indeed, who were ordered up by the

Doctors, evaded the unpopular detached life there by

successful appeals for a rescission of the order.

THE first party to whom we were glad to extend a

welcome was the furlough party from England . The
scouts of the batch, S .S . M . I . F . Barrows and Sergeant

Marshall, with their newly-wed wives, arrived

on the r 11th October, and the Farrier-Major with

the remainder on the 23rd . All were giving evidence

of the effects of compulsory inactivity on the sea ; this

will doubtless disappear rapidly, now that they have

returned to Pindi and the allurements of duty.

THE Band returned from Murree on an earlier date
than was anticipated, transport being provided

regimentally . They claim to have made a forced

march, as they covered the distance between Murree

and Pindi in 33 hours : this time could, Sergeant Smith

declares, have been greatly reduced, had it not been

for the insuperable reluctance of the Commissariat

bhails to co-operate in record breaking.

They rejoined on the evening of the 3oth October,

in time to do musical duty during Sir 0' Moore

Creagh 's brief abode with us.

TREMENDOUS laudations followed them from Murree,

not only on their capabilities as musicians, but also

on their deportment generally.

The Rev. W. B. Hendford, the Chaplain of Murree,
was impelled to write to the Commanding Officer -in
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the name of the congregation, and for himself, thank-

ing the Regiment very heartily for the services of the

Band at the Sunday morning services . He continued,

` their assistance at the services was very much appre-

ciated, and helped them all greatly in their worship . '

To the Bandmaster he acknowledges his gratitude for

the manner in which his wishes, as regards the hymns
and any special music, were carried out, and to the

whole Band for their readiness in playing in Church.

Somewhat of a note of surprise is struck in a sen-

tence of the Chaplain ' s letter, in which he writes :--

" what has been a real pleasure to me is not only

that they took the services so well but all apparently

did the duty so willingly ."

(The reverend gentleman has obviously had less

pleasing experiences of other bands .)

His letter concludes :—" I have also to thank you

all for the services of the Band at the Annual Sale.

Thanks to them and all the kind helpers—we took

Rs . 3,000, which was a grand benefit.

THE Lower Topa party's return was not completed

until the 19th November, when the baggage guard of

six men rejoined, 30 N .-C. O.s and men having arrived

at head-quarters the preceding day . This move was

retarded this year by reason of the absence of trans-

port, many duties demanding their services elsewhere.

Even this late movement was a few days earlier than

originally ordered . The Band having been brought

down by transport hired regimentally, the Colonel ' s
judicious and diplomatic representations of the situ-

ation expedited the march of the Topa party, to their

and the Regiment 's satisfaction.

A VERY pleasant happening of the period under re-

view was the all-too-brief visit of His Excellency The
Commander-in-Chief, of which details are given in this

Gazelle.

NoT the least gratifying incident connected with
His Excellency 's visit was the re-appearance among

us of his Military Secretary, our Lt .-Col . Wilson,
whose tenacious clinging to a frock-coat of regiment-
al pattern, even if it was not in perfect harmony with

the remainder of his sartorial adornments, advertises

that his affections are still with the Tenth Regi-

ment was very pleased to see him, and to recognise
that there is no falling off in condition . It is hoped
that His Excellency will, at no distant period, he able

to spare him to us for a longer period.

MR. AND MRS. PARKER arrived at Bombay on the
1st October, and at Pindi on the 7th . To Mrs . Par-

ker the Regiment offers the warmest of welcomes, and

expresses the hope that her days with it will be many

and sunny ones.

ON the 10th October, Lady Milbanke returned to

us, after an absence, which has been far too protract-

ed : that it will remain an easy record, as regards

duration, is the wish of all ; and that the Park Lodge

which Sir John has taken will be to her the strongest

magnet--at least during our stay in Rawal Pindi—is

likewise our hope.

WITH the advent of October, the station began to
resume its normal cold weather aspect . At first by

single spies, then by Battalions, the residents came

down from the many galls, or from Kashmir where

they had been summering. Bungalows, which for

months had advertised their desertedness by the

display of chowkidars ' charpoys on the front verandahs,

and frequently by the appearance of a number of

friends whom those hospitable and genial gentlemen

were entertaining, have by degrees resumed their

wonted spruce appearance, and soon the " not at

home " boxes stood, or rather were suspended, silent
but dignified witnesses of the presence of the mem

sahib.

OUR very good friends, the Eleventh King Edward ' s

Lancers (Probyn ' s Horse) marched out of Rawal

Pindi en route for their new station, Delhi, on the

morning of the 20th October . We are indeed sorry

to know that we shall not again meet them in friendly

rivalry on the polo ground, or in other sports, of

which they were ever ardent and cheery supporters.

We join in the universal expressions of regret on their

departure, and assure Colonel Cole that the good

wishes and admiration of the Tenth follow his gallant

Regiment : we hope that some of them may find it

possible to return to renew old acquaintances and

perhaps again participate in our games.

COLONEL VAUGHAN rejoined after ninety days ' leave

in England on the 25th October . He has given up a

portion of his time at home to the preparation of an

abridged history in which are outlined the more
salient features of the records of the Regiment, its

raising, changes of title, dress, arms, equipment,

campaigns, etc . The price of the book is a very

modest one, and the Colonel hopes that a copy will

soon be in the possession of every man of the

Regiment ; an excellent portrait of our Colonel-in-

Chief, His Majesty the King, by His Majesty's permis-
sion, forms a valuable frontispiece of the book .
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MORE than ordinary,--nay, very keen interest, was

aroused by the receipt of tidings on the 31st October
of the betrothal of Captain the Hon. C. B. O. Mitford,

to Lady Helen Ogilvy, the second daughter of the

late Earl of Airlie and the Countess of Airlie.

The bridegroom-elect, we rejoice to learn, has no
intention of leaving us, whilst the bride, in coming to

the Regiment, is only returning to " her ain folk. "

Lady Helen was born in the Tenth during the service

in it of her late gallant father, and her name is

already recorded in the regimental archives as a
Tenth Hussar . There cannot be a shadow of doubt
that a more regimentally-popular event was never

announced ; every member of the Tenth, past and

present, shower on the young couple the heartiest

possible congratulations and the most fervent good

wishes : all await with the little patience of which they

are possessed, and anticipate the day when they can

personally welcome Lady Helen on her return to us.

The receipt of the news was quickly followed by the

wedding which was solemnized on the 25th November,

in the private chapel in the bride's home, Cortachy

Castle, Kirriemuir . Kirriemuir is the little Scotch

township in Forfarshire, made famous as " Thrums "
by J . M. Barrie in his popular book The Little Minister.

From the accounts in the home papers we learn that

it was quite a Tenth Hussar wedding ; the Regiment
supplied the ` best man ' in Captain Cadogan, many

old Tenths were present, and the regimental colours

were abundantly conspicuous in the extensive grounds

leading from the high road to, and surrounding, the
Castle . The Earl of Airlie ` gave away ' his sister ;
we venture to hope that he also, in the course of

time, will follow her example, and return to his Regi-

ment, The Tenth.

ON the 28th October the following message was

received by wire from Major Tagart :

" Fifteenth Hussars wish their old friends of The

Tenth good bye and good luck ."

Four days later the Fifteenth sailed for South

Africa, leaving behind them a popularity and reputa-
tion which cannot be excelled ; not only have they
earned the good will of their comrades in arms of the

British and Native Armies in India, but they have

also succeeded in establishing such cordial relations
with the native civil population that the principal

Raises of Muttra were moved to entertain them at a

garden party prior to their departure from that sta-
tion . The speeches on the occasion carry ample evi-

dence of the appreciation of all classes of the Regi-

ment, an appreciation which was created as much by

the behaviour of the men as by the tact of the Officers .

The history in India of the sporting feats of the

Fifteenth are too well-known to call for narration
here ; they hold the Inter-Regimental Polo Tourna-

ment record, having won it for four successive years,

viz., 1902-03-04-05, and have invariably acquitted

themselves_ with honours in every pursuit in which

activity and smartness are primary essentials.

Their move to South Africa reminds us, although

our turn does not come for another couple of years,

that the Tenth and Fifteenth left England during the
same trooping season, i.e , 1899-1 900 ; the Fifteenth
is one of the few unlucky Regiments that missed the

South African War, and left home in the ordinary

roster turn, while we did so three years before we

should have done in peace times.

The Fifteenth have relieved the Fourth Hussars at

Potchefstrom, where we trust they will have as good
a time as they had in their ten years in this country.

And here ' s to our next meeting.

THERE are few busier men in England than Viscount
Valentia, who served in the Tenth from May 1864 to

July 1872, and whose interest in the Regiment is as

keen to-day as it was during his service ; this is

proved by his activity in every matter connected with
it : his aid and influence is willingly given to all regi-
mental concerns, whatever the measure of their im-

portance, and for example we cite his work for the

Tenth Hussars ' Aid Society. Still greater proof of his
affection for the Regiment is the inclusion in its rolls

of his son, Captain The Hon 'ble A . Annesley, to whose

return after a prolonged absence we are all looking

keenly.

The calls upon Lord Valentia, exacted by Parlia-
mentary, Territorial, and Masonic duties, have now

been augmented by those of the Presidency of the

Agricultural Society of his County, for we read
in the Daily Telegraph of the 29th October that he
was elected to that post at the Society 's Annual

Meeting.

Truly these are multifarious and absorbing offices,

but we know that the noble holder possesses personal

acquaintance with the smallest details of each, and is

capable of personally directing the work of them.

ONE of the first calls upon the Band, on its return

from Murree, was to attend the funeral of the late
2nd Lieut. A. Stevenson, of the Munster Fusiliers.

This young Officer died in the Station Hospital from

peritonitis, after an operation for appendicitis,- and

was buried on the 1st November .  Many Officers of
the Garrison attended .
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THE dangers of rabies were brought more im-

mediately home to us on the 1st November, when the

children of Sergt .-Major Gould were hurried off to

Kasauli for treatment at the Pasteur Institute in con-

sequence of their having been very slightly bitten

by a dog which was pronounced to be rabid . The

treatment was successful, and they returned within

three weeks.

The spread of rabies in this country is assuming

such proportions that the authorities at Army Head-

Quarters have issued warnings and orders on the

subject . One result is that all our dogs are proudly

displaying badges which proclaim them to be clogs

of the X . R. H.

Many consider that the regulations obtaining in

Cantonments are far too lax, and recommend that the

numerous ill-conditioned pi dogs that roam about our

roads should be destroyed at sight . As long as these

wretched animals are permitted to wander in our

midst as they do, our own dogs are exposed to grave
risks of being bitten and infected, and this consti-

tutes a danger to their owners and their owners '

friends. It is satisfactory to know that Sergt . Maher

has accounted for a respectable number of stray dogs

since the Colonel provided him with a shot gun.

MAJOR TOTTENHAM, of the 14th Hussars, with

Mrs. Tottenham, passed through Rawal Pindi en route

for Kashmir, last April. Recently we were grieved

to hear that he had been seized by paralysis whilst

staying at Gulmarg . He was brought down by easy

stages in a motor car, and arrived here on the 3rd

November, stayed with the Regiment until the 6th
then proceeded, accompanied by his wife and sister,

to Bombay, there to embark for home . His friends

in the Tenth hope he will make a speedy and good

recovery.

OUR Adjutant, to the sorrow of all, left us for sixty

clays ' leave at home, on the 4th November ; the motive

was to secure skilled medical treatment for an

injured wrist which had baffled the faculty of Pindi.
The treatment undergone more or less continuously

for a year, has effected no improvement, and it was

considered imperative that he should seek the advice

of a specialist at home. We were grieved to hear,

since his arrival in England, that the wrist is disco-

vered to be broken, but trust that he will he able to
return and take his place in the Polo team for the

Inter-Regimental.

WE were much diverted by an account of " how he

caught the mail ." It appears that the railway officials

did not acquaint him that he should change from the

Punjab Mail into the special boat mail made up at

Delhi . He did not do so : ascertaining before the

former left Delhi that he ought to have so changed,

with Hussar-like promtitude, he ordered a special to

try and overtake the boat train, in which he should

then have been, and which was then steaming at

express rate towards Bombay. The railway people

played up well, produced a special in quick time,

cleared the line in front of all traffic, and the chase
begun . At stations where it was necessary to stop

for water, information was given of the speed

attained, the mileage, and the distance gained.

When Jhansi was made the pursuit seems hope-

less, and Mr. Palmer was on the point of giving

it up : here however the Guard, an Eurasian,

who had brought the special from Delhi was

taken off, and an English one substituted : this

official, we are told, introduced himself to the chaser

of mail trains with a salute, a broad grin, and the

assurance " we shall do it Captain . " This decided the

pursuer to continue the chase, and, he writes,
" never before was I in such an exciting thing : our

engine put on top speed, and literally flew along,

bumping, jumping, and oscillating from side to side in
a manner which suggested that it was more often off

the rails than on ." To be brief, the mail train was
not overtaken but the boat was held up by wire, and

our Adjutant walked aboard at 4 p .m., with that

smile we know so well, and a delightfully imperturb-

able air which disarmed the indignation of the pas-

sengers, who felt that they had been woefully wronged
by their own P . & O . steamer being delayed for two
hours for a belated officer from the Punjab.

THE birthday of His Majesty furnished the occasion
for the Regiment to cable their hearty congratula-

tions, which, by the King's gracious instructions,

were acknowledged by Sir Dighton Probyn.

THE Regiment observed, with extreme pleasure,

that the list of honours conferred on the occasion of

His Majesty 's birthday, includes the appointment of
General Kavanagh as a Commander of the Bath, and

congratulates its former Chief on the well-merited dis-

tinction.

SUNDAY, the 14th November, was a day of consider-

able importance to the Scotch and Presbyterian popu-

lation of Rawal Pindi . On that date the new Scotch

Church, which has been for some months in the
building, was formally dedicated, and the first service

was held in it . It was attended by -a very large

congregation, which completely filled the sacred
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edifice . It is a large building, with perhaps more

pretensions to solidity than originality of design,

and occupies a site where the Mall joins the Murree
Road, nearly opposite the recently unveiled Queen ' s

Statue . Already it is ornamented with handsome
stained-glass windows : one at the west end was the

gift of the Seaforth Highlanders, and towards the

close of the service, Colonel Spottiswoode, Command-
ing the Battalion, in an appropriate address, delivered

it, and a brass tablet erected to the memory of Major

Forbes-Sempill, into the keeping of the Minister of

the Church . Both window and tablet are memorials
to the Seaforth Highlanders who lost their lives in

	

IO2 N.-C . Os . and men, 2 women and one child, arrived

The Scotch Church at Rawalpindi.

THE Twelfth halted here for three days which afford-

ed an opportunity for a game of football : it was

seized, and on the 3rd December they turned out a

team which gave us a good game, and attracted many
spectators from each Regiment . The victory was
with the Tenth by 2-0.

ON the evening of the same date a Grand Concert

was given in the Regimental Theatre to a large au-

dience, which included the Officers and men of the

Twelfth, and the Officers of the 5th Cavalry.

OU R reinforcing draft from England, consisting of

the expeditions against the Zakka Khels and

Mohmands. The Band, the Pipers, and a strong

detachment of Officers and men of the Battalion came
down from Peshawar to attend the ceremony . After

the memorials were handed over, a dirge was played

outside the building.

THE Twelfth Royal Lancers and 32nd Lancers

arrived in the station an route for the manoeuvres

on the 1st December, and on the following day the 5th

Cavalry : the latter Regiment will, after the manoeu-

vres, be located here in relief of the 11th Lancers.
We welcome them warmly, and anticipate sharing

many soldiering and sporting associations with them .

by a late train on the night of the 4th December and

after being regaled with a hot meal in the Coffee

Shop, were accommodated under canvas in the lines

of the Regiment. They will, for hygienic reasons,

remain in their camp for one month.

We were glad to greet some former Tenths on their

re! urn to us.

THREE parties of time-expired N.-C . Os. and men

have left for England during the quarter, all of whom

we were sorry to lose. The comrades they have left

behind cordially wish them every success in civil life,

and express assurance that they will do credit to their
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Regiment, in any employment they may take up.

Every man who leaves can still do good service for

those comrades who will, in course of time, follow him

into civil life by doing his best for his employer, and

thus maintaining the reputation always claimed for

men who have been trained in the Regiment, for those
invaluable soldierly qualities, punctuality, smartness,
cheerful obedience, and regularity . In displaying

these qualities he is still playing up for his old Regi-

ment, and creating a desire in employers to obtain the

services of men of it.

SPECIAL mention must be made of Squadron-Ser-

geant-Major Ralph Cox, who has gone to take up the

appointment of Instructor with the South Irish Horse.
This N.-C. Officer's whole life has been practically spent

in the Regiment. He was born in it in February 1876,
and did not quit it until February 1884 : then he, with

his father (the late Sergeant Cox), his mother and sister

was accompanying the Regiment home after complet-

ing a tour of foreign service. As is well known, the

Regiment was intercepted at Aden, and ordered to

form part of the Tokar Expeditionary Force, and pro-

ceeded to Suakin . Here the boy was transferred,

with the married families, from the East Indian

Troopship " Jumna" to the " Serapis, " and sailed for

home. Not however before the battle of El Teb, and

the women and children of the Regiment were in

Trinketat harbour, within earshot of the guns, and

sight of the bursting shells from H .M .S. " Sphinx"

on the day of the fight . The father of Sergeant-Major

Cox fell that day to the spear of one of Osman Digna's

dervishes when charging with his Troop, but the

knowledge of his death was not imparted to his widow

and children until they reached home.

Now, for a short time he severed his connection with

the Army, but very soon we find him in that excellent

Institution, The Duke of York 's School, whence, on

the 22nd February 189o, he joined the Norfolk Regi-

ment as a band boy. His old Regiment called him,
and one year later (February 1891) he found his

way back to the Tenth as a band boy . Music did not
apparently appeal to him, for ere long he became a

dutyman, and a little later a Roughrider . In a short
time he was given the all-important first chevron, and

has never since looked back.

Accompanying the Regiment to South Africa he

was wounded in an early stage of the campaign, and

invalided home, only to rejoin just before hostilities

ceased . He was promoted to his present rank in 1903,

and has performed his duties with zeal and incessant
care.

His loss will be keenly felt by the Officer Command-

ing and all ranks of " C " Squadron : he has ever been

most ready and influential in promoting and encourag-
ing every description of soldiering and sporting event

in his squadron and the Regiment, and leaves behind

him a reputation which all may emulate.

Of Mrs . Cox also every laudable word can be said ;

we wish them every good wish for their future success

and welfare.

IT will doubtless be noticed that no invalids are in-
cluded in the lists of men who have been sent home

during the quarter : this is a result of the adoption by

the Government of India, of a new policy. Weakly

and debilitated men, who are recommended for change

—unless the gravity of the case calls for immediate

transfer to England— are now sent to Sanitaria in

the country . Fortunately, no cases sufficiently serious

to warrant the former measure have been brought for-

ward in the Regiment, and only temporary transfers

to Kasauli, etc ., have been necessary.

BEFORE the appearance of another Gazette, twenty-

six years will have passed since the battle of El Teb.

It cannot be said that that number of anniversaries

will have elapsed, because only five have intervened

since the day of the fight which was the 29th February

1884, a leap year . Some verses by the late Mr.

Clement Scott, commemorating the gallantry of

Bandsman Frank Hayes that day, were published in

Punch, and copied in almost every paper throughout

the United Kingdom . They attracted much attention,

being recited in Music Halls and in the Theatres . In

consequence " Trooper " Hayes became an object of
much admiration, and the recipient of numerous letters

from all classes and both sexes ; these letters were the

conveyers of congratulations, and even offers of

marriage.

Corporal Smeed, when at home on furlough recent-

ly, came across a volume of Punch containing the

verses ; that volume can no longer be described as

complete, for he extracted the leaf on which the

verses are, thinking they would be of interest to many

who have not previously read them. They are now

given :

A TALE OF THE TENTH HUSSARS.

When the sand of the lonely desert had covered the plains of

strife,

Where the English fought for the rescue, and the Arab stood

for his life.

When the crash of the battle is over, and healed are our wounds

and scars,

There will live in our island story, a tale of the Tenth Hussars.

They had charged in the grand old fashion with furious shout

and swoop,

With a "follow me lads " from the Colonel, and an answering

roar from the troop :
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From the Staff as the troopers passed it, in glory of pride and
pluck,

They heard, and they never forgot it, one following shout,
"Good luck ."

Wounded and worn he sat there, in silence of pride and pain.
The man who'd led them often, but was never to lead again,

Think of the secret anguish,—think of the dull remorse
To see the Hussars sweep past him unled by the old white

horse.
An alien, not a stranger, with a heart of a comrade still,

He had borne his sorrow bravely, as a soldier must and will,

And when the battle was over, in deepening gloom and shade
He followed the Staff in silence, and rode to the Grand

parade:
For The Tenth had another hero, all ripe for the General's

praise,
Who was called to the front that evening by the name of

Trooper Hayes.
He had slashed his way to fortune, when scattered, unhorsed,

alone,
And in saving the life of a comrade had managed to guard

his own.
The General spoke out bravely, as ever a soldier can,

" The Army is proud of your valour, the Regiment is proud
of its man .' '

Then across that lonely desert, at the close of the General's
praise,

Came a cheer,—then a quick short tremble on the lips of
Trooper Hayes,

" Speak out," said the kindly Colonel, " if you've anything
lad, to say,

Your Queen and your dear old country shall hear what you've
done to-day ."

But the Trooper gnawed his chin-strap, and sheepishly hung
his head,

" Speak out, old chap" said his comrades, with an effort
at last, he said,

" I came to the front with my pals here, the boys, and the
brave old Tars,

I've fought for my Queen and country, and rode with the
Tenth Hussars,

I'm proud of the fine old Regiment ."—Then the Colonel shook
his hand,

" So I'll ask one single favour from my Queen and my native
land.

There sits by your side on the Staff, Sir, a man we are proud
to own,

He was struck down first in the battle, but never was heard
to groan,

If I've done aught to deserve it,"—then the General smiled,
" Of course ."

"Give back to the Tenth their Colonel, the man on the old
white horse ".

THE 31st anniversary of the Assault and taking of
Ali Masjid, in which the Regiment took a conspicuous
part, will ever remain a memorable day to our Regi-
mental Sergeant-Major, Mr. Gordon, to Saddler
Sergeant-Major Moon, and to Sergeant Whitworth.
On that day, after Divine Service, they were presented
with medals for Long Service and Good Conduct by
General Martin, the Divisional Commander.

These worthy recipients are to be congratulated
upon the services which won for them the honourable

decorations, and it is hoped that their example will
prove an incentive to all the younger soldiers of the
Tenth to determine that they also will win the medal
for themselves.

LIKE Maltida 's firemen, on the 11th December, with

" courage high and hearts aglow ", we set out for the
manoeuvres, under service conditions, and all went

well until the morning of the 13th ; then our ardour
was somewhat damped by the intervention of Jupiter
Pluvius, who suggested significantly that he had not
been consulted when the scheme of operations was
framed. In an article which appears in this Gazette,

the record of the outing, as far as we were concern-
ed, is given, and the inglorious retreat to Rawal Pindi
described. Rain fell continuously for sixty hours.

FORTUNATELY, we were on the Grand Trunk Road,
when the order to return to quarters was received,
and got into barracks in good time . Our friends, the
Twelfth, were not so well placed, being at the time at
Budho, a deal longer trek, with only a prospect of
a night under soaked tents on arrival . They made
good time into Pindi, and we were able to assist
them by placing the Regimental Gymnasium and
Theatre at their disposal . Accordingly, in those build-
ings they bedded down, and made themselves as
comfortable as possible under the circumstances ; the

rain continued through the night, but ceased in the
morning, and they then re-occupied the tents near the
Fort, which they had quitted on the 4th . Colonel
Clifton Brown, in a letter to our Commanding Officer,
apropos our small efforts, wrote :

SIALKOT, December 17th, 1909.

Just a line to thank you for your hospitality and
kindness to me : and also to send from all my
Officers, N .C .Os. and men, their grateful
thanks for all your fellows did for them.

A friend in need is a friend indeed ; and when we
are in a bad way, we always know the old10th
R . H . will do their best to help us out.

ON the 16th December, we witnessed the spectacle
unusual in Rawal Pindi, of a Gurkha Brigade on the
march. Three Battalions came in from the ma-
noeuvres and encamped, two in the Park and one on
the Fort ground . They are to remain until the spring.
On the 3oth our football team enjoyed a game with
one selected from a Battalion of the 5th Gurkha
Regiment.

THANKS, in which, without doubt our readers
will join, are again given to Dr . FitzGerald Lee for a
poetical contribution . In the decided epidemic of
poesy that appears in this issue, his masterly style
will be easily discerned .
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WE must also acknowledge our indebtedness to the
writer of " The Regimental Gong," he is an Old

Comrade who, in his time, was a prominent musical

member of the Regiment, and we are glad to renew

his acquaintance . We hope to hear much of, and

from him in the future.

GRATEFUL thanks are given by the married families

to Mrs . George Llewellen Palmer, the President of

the Trowbridge Branch of the Soldiers ' and Sailors '

Families ' Association (Work Guild), and to all the

Members of the Guild, for the very useful consignment

of clothing, etc., sent to the Regiment. All the articles

are of most serviceable description, very acceptable,

and highly appreciated by the recipients.
In making this acknowledgment, we desire to say to

the kind donors that we recognise the kind solicitude

which prompts them to give up their time, and incur

considerable expense, in order to add to the comfort

of the wives and children of soldiers who are serving

their country beyond the seas : it will perhaps be

some re-payment to learn that their sacrifices are

realised, and that much good results therefrom.

MR. PETO left for Delhi on the 3oth December to

do duty on the Staff of the Inspector-General of

Cavalry at the Cavalry Concentration at Gurgaon.

MESSRS . CHAPLIN, BORTHWICK AND ALEXANDER have

disappeared from the roll of the Regiment during the

quarter. Their many friends bid them adieu, and

wish them good luck in the future.

THE following subscriptions are acknowledged :—

Elizabeth, Lady Milbanke

	

. . .

	

. . . 1st July 1910

A. A. Williams, The Hon . Miss

	

. . . 1st Oct . 1909

Bradshaw, Mr . F. H . . . .

	

. . .

	

. . . 1st July 1910
Clifton Brown, Col ., 12th R1 . Lancers .

	

do.
Davies, Mr . D. R.

	

. . .

	

. . .

	

. . . 1st Jan . 1912
Wood, R.B ., Esq , 12th R1 . Lancers . . . 1st July 1910

(Through Messrs . Cox & Co .)

C . Williams, The Hon . Mrs .

	

. . 1st

	

Oct . 1909

Wood, Mrs . Janet

	

. . . 1st

	

July

	

1910

Alexander, Colonel H ., D .S.O. do.
Allsopp, Captain The Hon . H.T . do.
Baird, Colonel E . W. D . do.
Baring, Col. The Hon. E ., C.V.O. . . . do.
Barry, Major S. L., D.S .O . 1st July 1911
Bass, Sir William

	

. . . . . . do .
Brabbazon, Major-General J . P ., C .B . . . . 1st July 1910
Bryan, Major The Hon . G . L . . . .

	

. . .

	

do.
Byng, Major-General The Hon. J . H . G .,

C .B., M .V.O . . . .

	

. .

	

Ist July1911
Cave, Captain A . L .

	

1st July 1910

Chaplin, Captain R. S . . . .

	

do.
Compton, Lord Alwyne . . .

	

do .

Crichton, Col . The Hon. H. G. L.,T.D . 1st

	

July

	

1910

Downe, Viscount H . R ., Major-General,

K.C.V.O., CB., C.I .E . do.

Durham, Major P. F . do.

Farnham, Lord . . .

	

. . . 1st July 1909

Fisher-Childe, Col . R. B . W., C.B . 1st July 1910

Gainsborough, The Earl of . . . do.

Gibbs, H . Martin, Esq . do.

Green, Mr .

	

T .

	

. . . 1st Oct . 1909

Gregson, F., Esq. 1st Jan . 1910

Greenwood, Colonel C . S . 1st July 1910

Hampden,

	

Viscount Major, D .S .O . do.

Howard de Walden, Lord . . . do.

Kavanagh, Brig-General C . M . ; C.B . ; C .V.O .,

D.S .O . . . .

	

. . .

	

. . . 1st April 1911

Palmes, Guy, Esq .

	

. . . 1st July 191c

Pelham, Captain The Hon . D. H .

	

do.

Poole, Major A. E .

	

. . .

	

. . .

	

. .

	

do.

Potter, Captain C . C . H .

	

do.

St . Quintin, Colonel T. A.

	

do.

Scott, Lord G . W .

	

. . .

	

. . .

	

1st July 1911

Shaftesbury, The Earl of

	

. . .

	

1st July 1910

Slacke, Sir Owen

	

do.

Southampton, Lord

	

. . .

	

do.

Stanley, Captain The Hon . F. W .

	

do.

Spottiswoode, Colonel R . C . D'E .

	

. . .

	

do.

Valentia, Viscount, C .B ., M.V.O .,

T. D .

	

. .

	

. .

	

do.

Wilson, Colonel R . H . F. W . . . .

	

do.

Wilson, Lt-Colonel M . R. H . . . .

	

do.

THE receipt of the following contemporaries is also

acknowledged : —
The Black Horse Gazette,

The 12th Royal Lancers ' journal,
The Eagle,
The White Lancer,

also
Blackwood's Magazine.

INFORMATION has just come to hand of the victory of

our Polo team in the Punjab Tournament . The final

game (against the 12th Lancers) took place to-day,

1st January, the scores at the conclusion of the play

being 11—2. This achievement on the newest day of

the newest year may assuredly be taken as a happy

omen, auguring success in the games to follow in 1910.

The Regiment congratulates . the Colonel, Sir John

Milbanke, Captain Meade and Mr. Palmes on the

prowess which has secured the Punjab Cup for the

fourth successive year, and we reiterate our words

of a year ago " that some conspicuous evidence of

the deeds of our representatives in thisTournament,

should find a place among the other trophies in the
Officers ' Mess ."
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WITH much regret, we have to record the

death of No . 4100, Private Charles Clothier of

" C " Squadron, which occurred in the Rawal-

pindi Station Hospital, on Sunday, the 5th

December.
He had only been a Tenth Hussar for three

months, having been transferred from No. 4

Ammunition Column, Royal Field Artillery, on
the 1st September.

His place of birth was Hook, Dorsetshire, and

he joined the Royal Artillery on the 3oth Decem-

ber 1901, having therefore served 7 years and

34 1 days. The cause of death was tetanus.
The funeral, on the 6th December, was attended

by the whole of his Squadron and the Band.

mittee of the Old Comrades ' Association, for

which he gave much time and work . The Pre-

sident writes :—" He was a very useful man,

we all regret his loss very much . " This senti-
ment will find a place in the hearts of all his Old

Comrades.

MR . DAVID SMITH was a soldier of an older

generation, who died in the Royal Hospital,

Chelsea, on the 12th November, and was interred

at Brookwood on the 16th . Born in Dublin, he

joined there in July 1854, and served until

November 1879, when he left the Regiment at

Rawalpindi, for discharge at home . On that
march down from Afghanistan, after the Cam-

paign of 1878-79, when so many gallant Tenth

Hussars fell victims to the scourge of cholera

which earned for it the gruesome title, " the

death march, " Smith was attacked by the

disease and reported dead . He was struck off

the strength in the Regimental orders, and

mourned as lost until some time after the Regi-

ment had returned to Rawalpindi, when, to the
surprise and joy of all, it transpired that he had

made a recovery, and was en route from Fort.
Attock, to rejoin . Needless to say that his

comrades, with whom he was most popular,

gave "Davy " Smith a hearty welcome.

WE also deplore the receipt of tidings of the

deaths of two Old Comrades :-
VALENTINE SEELS, a former Corporal of

the Regiment, who succumbed to an attack of

bronchitis . He was a native of Beckenham,
Kent, and there he was consigned to his last

resting place . He joined the Tenth, at Shorn-

cliffe in March 1884, and was invalided just six
years later . Many former Officers of the Regi-

ment will remember Corporal Seels, as a very

efficient and popular Mess serv ant, and subse-

quently as an employee in a West End Club,

where he earned the confidence of all the habitues.

He retained great affection for his old Regi-

ment to the last, and was a Member of the Corn-

	

several years at the time of his decease.

He had been a Chelsea In-Pensioner for

TO THE REGIMENTAL GONG.

From a wooden tripod hanging,
Where the sentry's spurs are clanging,
Stands the Regimental time-piece,—yclept " The Gong
Every hour, in every season,
(For to miss e'en one is treason)
With a mallet, on your face, is played a song.

You have served in many clinics
From Old Ireland to the Indies,
And have sung your " Song of Time " to black and white.
By your face, ne'er one of pallor —
Are recalled the deeds of valour,
That were done by Men,—for Britain,—Home,--and Right.

You have frizzled in the Tropics
Where dusky foemen played their antics,
And you've had your nights out, in an Arctic cold ;
Yet to-day you're bright and shining,
As the hour I " took the shilling ",
And seem to have forgotten that you're old .

Curious scenes you have seen enacted,
When the cork has been extracted,
From the bottle called Life, by Sons of Ma's,
Who, all the world a' scorning,
Set out gaily in the morning,
Soon again to tap at different kinds of bars.

Midst the joy and great Good Cheer
Of the dawn of each New Year,
To the Sergeants' Mess you're marched, and you
The Orderly Officer belabours.
To tell all friends and neighbours,
That the year has changed its name from Old to New.

Tho' you've done your time for pension,
And your age I dare not mention,
You will never be a moment " off the strength",
So upon your bronzy feature,
May more honours be a fixture
When again you go a trekkin' with The Tenth
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THE MEMOIRS OF THE TENTH
ROYAL HUSSARS

(PRINCE OF WALES'S OWN).

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL.

COLLECTED AND ARRANGED BY COLONEL R . S . LIDDELL,

LATE COMMANDING THE REGIMENT.

CHAPTER I.

Raising of the Regiment.---Titles Borne . –Causes

of Embodiment.--Political Situation .—Warrant

for Raising the Regiment.

THE 10th Regiment of Dragoons, now bearing the

distinguished title of " The Prince of Wales ' s

Own Royal Hussars," is one of the regiments of
cavalry which were raised at the close of the first

year of the reign of King George I.

Since that period it has seen much and varied

service ; and although it has inscribed upon its in-

signia only the historical names of " Peninsula,"

" Waterloo, " " Sebastapol, " " All Masjid, " " Afghan-

istan, 1878-79, " and " Egypt, 1884" * other famous

victories and military operations in which it took part
might justly be added to the list of those the regiment

thus officially bears, as will appear in the course of the

Note.—To these have been added, as announced in the last
issue f the X. A. H. Gazette, " Warburg,' here referred to.
Also " South Africa, 199-1902, " Relief of Kimberley,

Paardeberg ."

following memoirs. At Culloden and Minden, at

Warburg, Campen, Kirch-Denkern, during the Re-

treat on Corunna, at Sahagun, Mayorga, and Bene-

vente, at Morales and Vittoria, in the Pyrenees at

Orthes and Toulouse, the Tenth was afforded the
opportunity of upholding its reputation, took an active

share, and not unfrequently bore a distinguished part

in the various operations which rendered these names
famous in military history.

The causes which led to the first embodiment of the

regiment will be best understood by a brief reference
to the history of the time.

Though the political aspirations of the Jacobite

party in England had received a check in the death of

James II at St . Germain ' s in 1701, the hope of even-

tually restoring the Stuart dynasty to the throne was

by no means extinguished. The late King's son--

James Francis Edward--was looked upon by the

adherents of the dethroned family, as the future

monarch and at his residence at Bar-le-duc, on the

borders of Lorraine, where he held his Court, he

received kingly honours, having his royal palace and

Guards.

In 1716 he married the Princess Maria Clementina

Sobieska grand-daughter of the famous John Sobieska,

King of Poland, and her dowry, which amounted to

over one million sterling, placed him amongst the

wealthiest persons of the time in Europe . Ample

means were therefore not wanting to enable him to

prosecute an attempt to recover the English throne,
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and in England itself, the large number of dissatisfied

Roman Catholics, who were naturally disposed to the

cause of the Stuarts and ready to afford it material
aid, gave additional encouragement to his hopes of

restoring the dynasty of his family . Many of the

reigning families of Europe, moreover, recognised
his claim to the throne and warmly espoused his

cause. Louis XIV, who had always maintained close

relations with the exiled Stuarts, was prepared to give

tangible proofs of his good will by sending troops to

assist the partisans of the family in their attempt to

place the Pretender—as the son of James II was de-

signated by the Protestants—on the throne, to the

exclusion of the House of Hanover.

These plans, which were probably matured even

before the death of Queen Anne in 1714, were not
brought prominently forward before George I had

ascended the throne. But shortly after that event

riots and disturbances took place in various parts

of the country . Hardly had George I been formally

proclaimed King, before the Jacobite party was ready

to dispute by an appeal to arms, his title to the

throne.

In July 1715 matters came to a crisis . The King,

when in the act of giving his assent to several bills in

the House of Lords, was informed that already a re-

bellion threatened his kingdom, and that an invasion

from abroad menaced the safety of his throne. But

the death of Louis XIV at this juncture, and the

doubt as to the light in which the Jacobite cause

might be regarded by his successor, produced a cer-

tain amount of delay. It was not until September in

that year that the standard of " The Pretender " was

raised in Scotland by the Earl of Mar. The defeat of

the Earl however at Sheriffmuir, and the surrender of

Preston a few weeks afterwards, put an end to this

first attempt to restore the Stuart family . At this

critical period prompt treasures were needed, and
were taken to meet the danger which threatened both

Protestantism and the Hanoverian dynasty . The

standing Army was augmented by several regiments,

of horse and foot ; and Brigadier-General Humphrey

Gore, an officer of repute and a staunch Protestant,
who commanded a Regiment of Foot during the reign

of Queen Anne, was among those ordered to raise,
organise, and equip one of the proposed new Regi-

ments of Cavalry.

On the 23rd July 1715, the following Warrant,

under the sign-manual, was issued to this Officer

authorising him "to raise, form and discipline a

Regiment of Dragoons of six troops . "

GEORGE R.

Whereas we have thought fit that a Regiment of

Dragoons be forthwith raised under your command

for our service, which is to consist of six troops of

one Sergeant, two Corporals, one Drummer, one
Hautbois ' and thirty private Dragoons, including

the Widdowsmen in each troop. These are to

authorise you by beat of drum or otherwise to raise

so many Voluntiers as shall be wanting to corn pleat

the said Regiment to the above numbers . And when

you shall have listed fifteen men fit for service in

any of the said troops, you are to give notice to two

of our Justices of the Peace of the town or county

wherein the same are, who are hereby Authorized and

Required to view the said Men and Certify the Day of
their so doing, from which day the said fifteen men and

the Commission and Non-Commission Officers of

Such Troops are to enter into our pay, and you are to
cause the said Voluntiers to be Raised and Levy 'd as

aforesaid to march under the Command of such Com-

mission Officers as you shall direct, to Hertford, ap-

pointed for the Rendezvous of the said Regiment, and

all Magistrates, Justices of the Peace, Constables,
and other Our Officers who it may concern are Hereby

required to be Assisting unto You in providing Quar-
ters, Impressing Carriages and otherwise, as there

shall be Occasion.

Given at Our Court at St . James ' this 23rd day of

July 1715. In the first Year of Our Reign.

By His Majesty 's Command.

(Sd .) WM . PULTENEY.

1 Dragoons appear to have been of French origin . The
name given to them, according to one authority was "

Diagon, " taken from the arm they carried of that name. a short
pi ce with a barrel of sixteen inches . Lord Orrery says that
they were so ca led as they fought in t e air or on the ground,
mounted or on foot . One man held ten hor ses while his
comrades ( the riders) fought on foot . Their long car bines
were called " Dragons " from the cock being made in that
shape.

The hautbois " (oboe Italian and Spanish) seems to have
b 'en a French invention and was introduced into the English
Army after the Restoration . It was used in the In fantry and
Dragoons . It appears to have been a large flageolet or cla-
rionet, and gave a sound louder than all other instruments
except the trumpet, and was apparently well adapted as an
accompaniment to the drum . In 175o they were again ex-
changed for trumpets.

' The following extract from a Warrant of George I, dated
26th April 1717, explains the object of the Widdowsmen,"
showing that the widows of officers who were kiIled or died in
the service received a pension from a fund accumulated for
them by means of the pay drawn for these " Widdowsmen, "
who existed only on paper :

" Our Commissioner General of the Musters to pass and
allow upon the Mu-ter, one man out of each respective Troop
or Company of our forces, both at home and abroad, to be and
remain as a fund for the payment thereof, of which Royal
Bounty we do hereby establish, direct, and appoint you to

be the Receiver and Paymaster ."
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To our Trusty and well beloved Brigadier Gore,

and Colonel of one of our Regiments of Dragoons . '

The instructions in the above Warrant were speedily

acted upon, and the Regiment raised in Hertfordshire

and the adjoining counties . So successfully were its

ranks recruited to the authorised strength, that in
a very short time Brigadier-General Gore was enabled

to report his corps complete and fit for service, where-

upon its numbers were augmented from thirty to
forty men per troop (" Widowsmen " included).

As the several troops were embodied they were

assembled at Hertford, and the Head-quarters esta

the full Colonel took a very active part in its affairs,

and often accompanied it on service in the field.

CHAPTER H.

Origin of the British Cavalry—List of Officers—

Prices of Commissions .—Pay of Non-Commis

sioned Officers and Men .—Dress.

Before proceeding further with the regimental his-

tory, it may be well to examine the origin and progress

of the mounted branch of our army, its composition,

arms, dress, pay, &c.

The formation of the present army commenced

after the Restoration in 1660, with the establishment

The 10th Dragoons, 1715.

blished there for the first time, but on the 3oth

September they were removed to Marlborough . The

corps thus raised has been continued in the service to

the present day, and is that now known as "The

Tenth, or Prince of Wales's Own Royal Hussars . "

Lieut-Col . Peter Hawker was appointed on the 22nd

July, as Lieut .-Col . Commanding, but at that time

of regular horse and foot . The horsemen were cui-

rassiers, but only wore armour on the head and body.
The arms which they carried are described in the

Regulations of Charles II, 5th May 1663 :

Each horseman to have for his defensive armes, back,

breast, and pot, and for his offensive armes, a swordand a
case of pistolls, the barrels whereof are not to be under

foorteen inches in length ; and each Trooper of Our Guards

to have a carbine, besides the aforesaid armes.
' At the same dat the following Dragoon Regiments were

also raised : In the

	

first

	

year of the

	

reign

	

of King James II,
Bowles	 Dragoon Rich's

	

Dragoons
Pepper's

	

„ Dormer ' s

	

„ several regiments of horse and dragoons were raised,
\V . Stanhope's

	

,, Churchill's

	

„ and the former were armed with a short carbine in
Munden's

	

„ Newton's

	

„
Tyrrell's Honywood's addition to the sword

	

and pair of pistols .

	

The dra-
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goons had " Snaphause musquets, strapt, with bright

barrels of three foote eight inches long, bayonetts &c . "

After several years' experience little advantage was
found to accrue from having Cavalry formed almost

exclusively for engaging the enemy on foot, and the

horse having laid aside their armour, the arms and

equipment of horse and dragoons were so nearly assi-

milated, that there remained little distinction besides

the name and rate of pay.

In 1715 the Cavalry consisted of four troopsof

Horse Guards, each troop commanded by a Colonel:

two troops of Horse Grenadier Guards ; the Royal

Horse Guards Blue ; the King 's, Queen 's, and 4th

Regiments of Horse, which became in 1746 the 1st,

and and 3rd Dragoon Guards ; three other Regi-

ments of horse, and the King's Carabiniers, which

became in 1788, the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th Dragoon

Guards, and fourteen regiments of dragoons . At this

time (1715), and for many years afterwards, all regi-

ments bore the name of the Colonel-in-Chief . It was

however then, as now, the custom to select a

particular Corps to bear the designation of "The

Prince of Wales 's Own ". A Cavalry Regiment raised
in the same year by Colonel Charles Churchill, but

disbanded in 1718, was so styled, as is shown by

a Royal Warrant issued on the 8th March 1716,

authorising the sum of £600 to be paid to

" Colonel Charles Churchill, as Colonel of our most
dear son, George Augustus, Prince of Wales 's Own
Regiment of Dragoons in consideration of their losses

by horses killed and disabled, and other extraodinary

expenses, in their long and continued marches in a very

rigorous season, in pursuit of the rebels who were
taken prisoners at Preston " . We shall by-and-by

see how and when the 10th Dragoons succeeded to
this greatly prized distinction.

The following are the names of the officers first

appointed to the regiment :—

Colonel and Captain Humphrey Gore.

Lieutenant-Colonel

	

a n d
Captain Peter Hawker.

Major and Captain Paston
Knyvet.

Captain Balthazar Guidet.
George Treby.
George Wittewrong
and

	

Lieutenant
Israel Presley.

Lieutenant Henry Gore.

It will be noticed that the three field officers com-
manded troops. They also received pay for them.

The Senior Lieutenant held the rank of Captain, and
evidently commanded the Colonel's troop .

The system of promotion of the officers by purchase

was at this time fully sanctioned, and the prices paid

for commissions in Gore 's Dragoons were laid down

in a Regulation, dated " Whitehall, 27th February,

1719-20, by His Majesty 's command,

(Sd .) GEORGE TREBY .”

The prices were as follows :

Colonel and Captain, £6,000 : Lieutenant-Colonel

and Captain, 2,700 : Major and Captain, £,2,200

Captain, £,1,500 : Captain-Lieutenant, £850 : Lieute-

nant, £680 : Cornet, £,520 : Adjutant, £272.

As a provision for officers, the sale of commissions

on retirement 1 had been recognised as early as the

reign of Charles II 2 .

In the estimate for His Majesty 's land forces in 1716,

Brigadier Gore 's Regiment is shown as consisting of

six troops of forty-nine men each, officers included,
and the grant to the Regiment for 366 days is given

as 12,849-13s. This sum maintained the Regiment

in pay, arms, clothing, accoutrements, forage, &c.

The whole of this money was disbursed by the Colonel,

who was held responsible for its covering all the

expenses of his regiment . As regards the pay of the

non-commissioned officers and men, a Warrant was
issued in 1717 regulating the pay and stoppages of

the cavalry :

	

f

	

s.

To his landlord
Deductions ) For corn

To the Farrier
0

In winter
quarters or-)

	

Corporals &- Drums, each 10 6
in the House 1

	

Deductions as above

	

. . .

	

7 o

3

7
Dragoons

	

. ..
Deductions as above

While the horses were at grass, which period varied from
sixteen to twenty weeks, the pay for man and horse was subjec t
to further stoppages for " medicine money, " & c.

As regards the dress of regiments at this time,

very great latitude was given to the Colonel, but from

1 In March 1775, a Warrant signed " H. Fox " throws some
light on the manner of promotion and retirement then
existing –” The sum of 5 s . a day is granted to Major Chaban
for the term of his natural life, on his being replaced in the10th
Dragoons by the promotion of Captain William Augustus Pitt
of the same regiment, to be allowed out of the pay of the said
Major Pitt, or the Major of the said Regiment for the time
being, and that upon his death the Major for the time being
shalt receive pay conformable to the establishment ."

2 The Duke of Buckingham, in a speech in the House of
Commons during that reign, says : —"I had a regiment which
was air G. Scott's and not knowing the law of England, gave
£1,503 for it . The Warrant of Char l es II . (7th March 1683-4)
deals with the . system as one established, and the assent of
the Crown gave it legality ."

Lieutenant John Jordain.
„

	

Robert Blount.
Andrew Purcell.

„

	

Henry Courtney.
Cornet Francis Boucher.

William Prosser.
William Stannus.
Peter Chaban.
Thomas Hincks.
Thomas Crawley,

d.
Sergeant's full pay . . .

	

. . . per week 14 0

s . d.
5 3
1 5i
0 3i

7

6

2

0

2
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pictures of the period, the uniform of the10th

Dragoons resembled in nearly every particular what
is described later on in the Warrant of 1751, except

that instead of the Royal Arms the accoutrements

bore the crest of the Colonel.

The chivalric costumes of the Stuarts ' reigns had

gradually disappeared in the time of William and
Mary, and Queen Anne . The effects of the Marl-

borough wars was to introduce the Ramilies cocked
hats and large boots . The hair, which had hitherto

been worn in long perukes, in Queen Anne 's time, was

formed into a tail, with a bow at the top, called a

Ramilies tie, which is said to have been first introduced

by the famous Lord Bolingbroke.

No great changes took place in dress during the reign
of George I ., but it is difficult to follow the various

fashions in wearing the hair . Luard, in his " History

of the Dress of the British Soldier ", says :—" To the

catalogue of wigs we find added the tie-wig, and the

bob-wig, the latter sometimes worn without powder.

The Ramilies tail was followed by the pig-tail, which
was adopted about the year 1 745 . The military wore
powder, with the head well larded ; at one time long
tails, at another a thick tail clubbed, as it was called,

which was turning it up, leaving- a great knob below
and securing it with a leather strap . " The dressing
of the hair and the cock of the hat were very much

thought of during the reign of George II, and the

early part of George III . " The military and the

mercantile cock of the hat were very different ." The

French Revolution in 1789 had its influence on these

fashions, and " the three-cornered hat was laughed
out of fashion by the nicknames of ` Egham, Staines,

and Windsor, ' being compared to the triangular

direction-post which pointed to those places . " The

Chelsea pensioners are now the sole supporters of this
head-dress . Wigs also diminished in size at the

same period, and the fashion of frizzing, plastering,
and powdering the hair came into fashion . The poor
soldiers, who had always been compelled to follow

fashion, however ugly and unfit for military purposes,

were not yet released from the tortures of hair-dress-
ing. Stiff curls were worn on each side, and a long
tail behind, the whole plastered and powdered . In

1804 an order was issued to reduce the tails to seven

inches, and in 18o8 they were abolished.

MORE SHIKAR IN KASHMIR AND
BALTISAN.

As anticipated in the last Gazette we are able to

publish successful results of the shikar jaunts of

Messrs . Peto, Stewart and Turnor in the above named

States . Peto and Stewart left Rawal Pindi by motor

car on the 10th July, halting at Murree that night,

and setting out thence the following morning . Sri-
nagar was reached, without incident, on the morning

of the 13th, and operations at once commenced, i.e ,

laying in supplies, engaging- shikaris,etc . ; these being

completed, a departure was made the same evening

by house-boat, for Bandipur, which was made on the

morning of the 15th ; here ponies were picked up,
and a start made for Skardu, the capital of Baltistan ;

the journey occupied nine days, each of which were
days of trekking, except one ; on that day a halt was

made at Tragbal, to get the ponies shod . At Skardu

another halt was called, a further supply of stores

procured, and coolies engaged as porters ; they were

necessary because the absence of even tracks made the

country impassable for ponies.

Leaving Skardu on the morning of the 25th the

Indus was crossed by the only boat at the ford ; two

journeys were necessary, each of them occupied an
hour, the river being in flood, and the current very

strong ; the crossing- having been successfully

negotiated, without delay the march was continued,

along a tedious, sandy river bed, and difficult

tracks of rugged boulders, until Huldi was reached

on the 3oth July . The next day—the 31st July—the

pair separated, Stewart going on to the Kondus nullah

where he arrived on the and Aug ust . The total distance

covered since leaving Bandipur was 250 miles, and

the number of actual days of marching seventeen ;

the average distance per day, viz ., 14-8, considering

the nature of the ground covered, is a much better
performance than the cold figures represent.

Eleven days were spent in this nullah, on four of
which heavy rains and thick mists effectually stopped

the pursuit of sport ; the first day 's programme was a

fair sample of the daily work : a start from camp was

made at 7-30 a .m . travelling up the nullah, making

a midday halt of about an hour for lunch ; at about

3 p .m . after a long and arduous climb, a herd of

ibex was sighted . These were stalked until about

6 p.m. and then, an opening shot, at about 600 yards

range, resulted auspiciously in wounding a good
specimen which was retrieved two days later. The

herd then galloped towards him, and before they

realised the direction from which they were being fired

at, two were killed (and another wounded, which was

not picked up) . Camp was reached at 8-3o p .m.

The total bag in this nullah was four ibex, measur-

ing, respectively, 43 ", 43", 41", and 40".

Quitting the nullah on the morning of the 13th,

Stewart returned by the same route to Kiris, where
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he arrived on the 19th, and was rejoined by Peto.

'I he next clay, marching together, they re-crossed the

Indus river on sakhs—rafts of goats ' skins inflated
and bound together by strips of bamboo ; there was a
strong current, and the crossing was a pretty exciting

The zakh going clown stream.

performance ; during it the native shikaris betrayed

great perturbation, alternately invoking the aid of

Allah, and swearing at the kishti walas . The photo-

graphs will convey an idea of the conditions under

which these crossings are effected, but do not ade-
quately illustrate the tremendous pace at which the

improvised craft travels ; four hours and a half—from

7-30 a .m . to 12 noon --were occupied in getting the

party with their baggage across, six journey s having

to be made.
The march was at once resumed, and Bhella reached

on 21st August : here on the 22nd a halt was made
for the purpose of again securing ponies ; the following
day the Deosai plain was made, and Peto went after

red hear, while Stewart made for a barasingh nullah
in Kashmir.

Following the fortunes of the latter still, we find

that he left Baltistan, and re-entered Kashmir on the

25th, his mileage for two days being 6o miles . On

the 26th a move was made from Pachwari (the site

of the previous night's camp) at 4-30 a .m ., and Gurdis
reached at 8-15 a.m : here a stay of two days was
compulsorily made to procure a change or ponies to

replace the ones taken on at Bhella, which were dead

beat ; three riding ponies were also obtained, as it

was decided to make an attempt to reach the Ditwas
nullah 1-55 miles distant that night, and the cook and
one coolie were indispensable.

The attempt succeeded after a march continued

through the night, until 5-30 a.m . on the 27th ; heavy

rain fell incessantly that day, the only available pro-

tection from which was a grass shelter used by natives

at night, when they watch for bears which make
disastrous inroads on their crops.

The remaining natives and ponies appeared next

day, but in consequence of the continuance of the
heavy rains, nothing could be done until the 11 th
September.

After that nightly excursions were made in quest
of bear, usually from 5-30 p .m . one evening, until
2 or 3 o 'clock the following morning : these nocturnal
jaunts were fruitless until the 19th ; not a bear had
been sighted until then : on this night, however, luck
changed, and an adventurous Bruin, regaling himself

in a walnut tree was, by a shot at short range, added
to the bag.

Five days later two others, similarly engaged, fell
to a right-and-left.

On the 25th an advance was made, higher up the
same nullah, for barasingh: every morning about

6 o'clock the nullah was climbed, and the surrounding
country carefully scanned from different spots, until

mid-day, when a halt of a couple of hours was made,

and the action of the forenoon repeated until about
7-30 p.m . This searching was without result until the
17th October, wheu a barasingh was bagged at about
1 p .m . Coincidentally, as soon as the shot was fired,

and a search for the animal, which was seen to have

been badly hit, was being made, snow commenced to

fall, and continued until the morning of the 17th . The

Carrying the zakh up, preparatory to another trip down.

stag was picked up two days later. Notwithstanding
the snowfall, the same programme was followed until
the 21st, when another barasingh was added to the
bag and this was augmented on the 23rd by another
bear, which was shot in the Srinda nullah .
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On the 25th a serow, a rare animal, was luckily

encountered and shot,—to be picked up three days

later.
The first intimation of the proximity of the serow

was given by the shikari Chota hurrying excitedly

down the hill, and announcing that he had sighted

one. The ascent of the hill was at once made and
eventually the animal was descried about 200 yards

away—and shot as described.

Two more bear were accounted for on the 27th and
28th, thus satisfactorily winding up a successful trip

which resulted in a hag of 4 ibex, 2 barasingh, 6 black

bear, and 1 serow.

The homeward journey was commenced on the 3oth,

and Rawal Pindi reached on the 5th November.
Details of Peto 's trip are not forthcoming, beyond

the total of his bag, which consisted of

4 ibex, measuring 45", 45°, 40", 40", respectively.

1 shapu, 1 red bear and 2 barasingh.
Turnor 's shikar was of briefer duration than those

already recorded, and may be summarised thus :

Leaving Rawal Pindi on the 21st September he enter-

ed his nullah, some 15 miles north of Sopur, a few
days later ; for a fortnight, although frequently

coming on fresh traces of bear, he did not see one.

He was then apprised of one which he found in an

apple tree, and approaching it over a little rise, it fell
to an easy shot.

Wet weather now set in, and the hill-tops over-
looking his camp were covered with snow : this

rough weather continued for about five days, and one
day the camp was under snow ; this was a fortunate

circumstance for Turnor, for it drove the barasingh

futher down, and just three days before the date on

which he had to break up camp and start on his

journey back to the Regiment, he sighted a decent
ten-pointer ; after a stiff climb, and many hours

stalking the animal was bagged.
En route for Pindi, a few hours were occupied at

Sopur, after duck, but with scant success ; birds were
few and the morning flight small . The bag for the

three weeks ' shoot was one bear and a barasingh.

PADDY ROONEY'S WAKE,
OR

ThE MISFORTUNES OF AN IRISH
EDITOR.

I'm a printer for a paper, but I made a great mistake ;
An' 'twas all through my attendin' of Paddy Rooney's wake :
For, the time the wake was over, thin the paper should be

fixed,
But, whatever happened to me, all the printin' type got mixed .

II
There are some grand Irish papers, but, you take 'em great

an' small,
Why, the " Ballybunion Scorpion " is the grandest of them

all.
That's the paper I was printin' whin I made a slight mistake.
For I mixed up all its statements after Paddy Rooney's wake.

III
Of the " want of information " you could never us accuse,
For we always filled our columns up with " fashionable news ;'
Such as : " Pathrick Moriarty, who's well known in civil life,
Has come back to town, from London, with a brand new

English wife ."
IV

But, that night, me legs were useless, to a very great extint,
Whin the births an' deaths an' marriages I started off to print
An ' no man in Ballybunion (those who read the paper said)
Could make out who had been married, who was born, or who

was dead .
V

An' it isn't any wondher ; for, there's not the slightest doubt,
The births an' deaths an' marriages were wandherin' in

an' out ;
An' who were brides or bridegrooms wasn't aisy to be said—
For, all the dead they found were born an' all the born were

dead .
VI

For instance ;
Tired an' wairy of this world of crime an' sins,
January the twenty-first
The wife of John Mulloy, of twins.

An'—as I would keep mixin' up the dead with the aloive
Jane Thomson, of a son an' heir,

At the age of ninety-foive.
VII

At Ballybrack, was married, Anastasia Mary Bird
To John Joyce –

Who fell asleep, January the twinty-third.
An'

Mrs . Murphy, of a son, at Ballymurphy Hall
Which was deeply an' deservedly regretted by us all.

VIII
How Mick McCarthy married—some girl that I forget
To his last surviving mother's inexpressible regret ;
An'

Afther many sufferings as bad as ever known
Poor Pat Macguoid was

Married to Constansia Malone.
Ix

Och, the words they would keep mixin ' up upon the laist
pritince,

Advertisements kept goin' wrong with no regard to sinse ;
A lady lost a bustle that she wished us to restore--
To the notice there was added :

It's not lost, but gone before.

x
An' thin, the bhoys they thraited me with insult an' with

scorn ;
" How dare ye say," says Paddy Brien, "me mother's just

been born?"
" An' I'll tache ye some manners now," said Theodorus Dunn,
" For ye mintioned that me sisther, who's not married, has

a son,"
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XI

That they dusted all the furniture with me need not be said :

I hope I nevermore will mix the married, born an' dead;

For, I'd rather be all three, I'd swear, than agin make that

mistake

In the " Ballybunion Scorpion " after Paddy Rooney's Wake.

F . L.

POLO NOTES.

THERE has been plenty of fast polo during the last

3 months at Rawal Pindi . A Handicap Tournament

was held at the end of November, for which 7 teams

entered . This was won by the 10th Hussars A Team,

who compiled the large number of 36 goals in 6

matches of 2 chukkers each. The winning team con-

sistei of De Tuyll , Palmer 2, Vaughan 3, Brockle-

hurst, back.

After manoeuvres the Regimental Team went to

Lahore for Christmas week to compete in the Punjab

Polo Tournament.

1st
Round.

Patiala, B Dec . 23rd,
K. D. Guards 2-30 p .M.

" The Remnants " 1 Dec . 23rd,
10th R . Hussars 3-30 p .m.

37th Lancers Dec . 24th,10th Lancers
lc-3o a .m.

1st

	

Lancers Dec . 25th,
12th R. Lancers, B . 2-30 p .m.

8th Cavalry Dec. 25th,
12th R . Lancers, A . 3-30 p.m.

Patiala,

	

A . Bye

6th K . E . O . Cavalry Bye

36th Jacob's Horse Bye

We were again successful in retaining the Cup,

having now won it four years in succession . There
was a numerous entry, but we were unfortunate in

only having one good game, that with the K . D. Gs.
The Ambala contingent were sure that the K . D. Gs.
would win and the betting was in their favour.

They played a very pretty fast game against the

Patiala B team, who gave a poor exhibition of individua

effort and showed no combination . We therefore felt

that we should have to ride our hardest and play our

best to overcome a team with such a reputation.

In the event, however, we scored an easy victory of

9--4, and though we had a fast game, the result was

never in doubt . Our team comprised Meade 1,

Palmer 2, Vaughan 3, Milbanke, back.

Our combination, hustling, hitting and ponies were

better than those of the enemy.

We then had two easy games in the semi-final and

final with the 10th Lancers, and our old friends, the

Twelfth Lancers A Team, beating them respectively
by 9—1 and 11—2.

Our team played well throughout and Annesley and

Palmer will have to work hard on their return to the

regiment to prove themselves superior to Meade and

Milbanke. There are now plenty of good ponies in

the Regiment, and our prospects of repeating our inter-

regimental successes are good if we can manage to

defeat the 17th Lancers . That regiment gave us most
trouble last year, and they are likely to have a better

team this year than they had then . We must there-
fore put in all the time that we can spare from our

soldiering, in practising players, and polishing up

ponies.

In Blackwood ' s Magazine for November, a most in-
teresting article on polo is contributed by Colonel

T. A . St . Quintin, who, as an Officer of the Tenth,

took part in the first game of polo played in England.

This was a match between eight Officers of Ours, and a

similar number of the Ninth Lancers : with the result,

readers of the Gazette are already acquainted.

The following extract from Colonel St . Quintin ' s
essay is given, and it is proposed to present others in

succeeding numbers

The defeat of the English representatives of polo by

the Americans this year, writes the Colonel, has given

much food for thought amongst polo players, and

though there have been many reasons given and

excuses made, the fact remains ; that we have the finest

material for polo in the world is beyond question—

men, ponies, and money to back it—but it does not

follow from this that we necessarily play the best polo.

The opinion of an " old stager " like myself is generally

looked upon by the exponents of what is considered a

later and more up-to-date game, whatever the game
may be, as obsolete, useless, and presumptuous, and

it may be so ; but having been asked by both English

and American players, as one of the oldest stagers of

the polo world, to give a few of my views, I will
endeavour to do so for what they are worth, in the

hopes that they may lead to some discussion among

the present players, and possibly give a hint to the

polo enthusiasts of the day, which may enable them to

improve the present game.
I do not propose or desire to enter into any lengthy

detail as to the origin of polo, or a minute discussion

The following was the result of the draw :

Semi- Final.
final.
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as to the difference between the Indian and English

games, which are played under different conditions of
ground and climate, and to my mind are, or were

very dissimilar in their play, though the same rules

practically obtain now in both countries. But I think

I may he excused if I make a few remarks as to my

opinion with regard to them—an opinion which has been

formed from a long and practical experience of both.

Any one who chooses to take up the Badminton

Library will find there a very excellent history of the

game, as far as it is possible to obtain it, from its first

nception by the ancients, to the present day, and full

descriptions as to what it was and is . It may be of

interest, however, to some to know from how small a

beginning and from what a different style of play, the

present game of polo first emerged from its obscurity
and grew into the world-wide, well-known game it

deservedly is to-day.

THE INTRODUCTION OF THE GAME INTO ENGLAND.

It is ancient history now that one day in 1869, when

the 10th Hussars were under canvas at Aldershot for

the summer drills, Chicken Hartopp, lying back in a

chair after luncheon, reading The Field, exclaimed, "By

Jove! this must be a good game, " and read us a

description of " hockey on horseback " in India.

Some five or six of us who were in the tent, then and

there sent for our chargers, and routed up some old

heavy walking-sticks and a cricket-ball, and began to

try to knock the ball about—a somewhat difficult

thing to do properly, as may be imagined, on a tall
horse with a short stick, as, of course, we could not

reach the ball . However, it appealed much to us, and

resulted in our improvising a sort of long-handled

mallet, and having- some wooden balls turned about

the size of a cricket-ball . We then deputed Billy

Chaine to go over to Ireland and get us some ponies,

impressing upon him that they must be very quiet and

handy, and under 14 hands, and that we did not mind
their being a bit slow, for nobody at that time had

any idea that you would be able " to go the pace " at

the game. He returned with about seventeen ponies,

and we set to work to try to fashion out a suitable ball

and sticks, and to play the game.

That started polo . The 9th Lancers were quartered

at Aldershot, and we got them to come and try the

game, and they promised to get ponies and play us a

match later on . We returned to Hounslow, where

we were quartered, and marked out a bit of ground

on Hounslow Heath as a polo ground, and got a

heavy roller and made it as level and as good as we

could . I wonder what the polo player of the present

day would say about that ground now? Anyway, we

were very pleased, and sent off a challenge to the

9th Lancers, who had got together some ponies and

been working at the game at Aldershot, and it was

agreed that we should play a match at Hounslow.
We played eight a side, without any rules—just think

of it! and try to imagine what the game must have

been like . We tried to put some sort of organisation

into the game, which we rather based on that of a

football team, placing four men in the bully, with two
half-backs and a back and a goalkeeper ; but, as you
may imagine, in about two minutes the two sides

were mingled up anyhow, all jammed together, ram-

ming into each other, generally at a walk, with little

idea as to where the ball was, like a football scrim-

mage, and the only two people remaining in their

places were the two goalkeepers, sticking religiously
between their respective posts . However, we had

grand fun, and a very cheery, good game, though one
of the papers of the day said it was more remarkable

for the strength of the language used during it than

the brilliancy of the play . We were, I think, rather
a bigger and heavier lot of men than they were, and

I suppose it was the force and weight of ourselves

and ponies, or possibly the language, which succeeded
in gaining us a scrambling victory.

HIS EXCELLENCY THE
COMMANDER=IN=CHIEF IN INDIA.

ON the and November we were afforded the great

pleasure of again greeting on Indian soil our new

Commander-in-Chief, Sir O'Moore Creagh, V .C .,
K. C . B. ,

His Excellency, accompanied by his Military Secre-

tary (our Colonel Wilson), and his Assistant Military

Secretary and A .-D. -C (Captain Lindsay of the Indian

Army), arrived by special train at 9 a .m., proceeded

at once to inspect the Native Regiments of Cavalry
and Infantry in the Garrison, and thence to Park

Lodge, Topi Park, where he stayed as the guest of
Sir John and Lady Milbanke during his visit,

His time in Rawalpindi was filled up to the last

minute ; on the same day the opportunity was seized

for the presentation of an address of the citizens ; they
gave a garden party in Sirdar Sujan Singh's gardens,

inviting all the military and the most influential civil

residents, European and Native . This brought a

large gathering, while the throngs of native specta-
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tors lining the approaches to the gardens--in some

places in rows of sixes and sevens—indicated the un-

questionable popularity of the Chief with our Indian
fellow subjects . Over the dense crowds in the main
street of the City, the Union Jack floated conspicu-

ously, placed there by the Citizens ' Committee as a

symbol of their loyalty . The gardens, now in abund-

ant foliage and bloom, were gay with bunting, and
tea tables, refreshment shamianas, etc,, were placed

advantageously under the trees, and in convenient

places . The handsome dresses of the ladies, con-

spicuous amongst whom was Lady Milbanke, gay uni-

forms of British and Native Officers, which included

On the Commander-in-Chief ascending the platform,

erected for the presentation of the address, a general

movement was made in that direction . The memoria-

lists stated
with feelings of real joy and genuine pleasure,

we, the undersigned, on behalf of the residents of

Rawalpindi, beg to offer Your Excellency our heart-

felt greetings and warmest welcome on this your first

visit to this important military station as Commander-

in-Chief of India, and avail ourselves of this oppor-
tunity to congratulate Your Excellency on your well-

merited promotion to this high and exalted office.

The intensity of the sincerity of our congratulation is

H . E . the Commander-in-Chief at Rawalpindi.

those of some very dignified old Indian soldiers in the
uniforms of long ago, much be-medalled, and the

vivid coloring of native garb, blended with admirable

effect, presented a scene which can only be witness-
ed in the East . Many Parsi ladies were present in
the tasteful saris affected by the gentler sex of that
race, but none of any of the other numerous castes

of the country . Their absence, enforced by the cus-

toms of their communities, is always a striking feature
of our assemblies.

The band of the 36th Sikhs were in attendance, and

pleased all by a well-chosen programme .

further heightened by the fact that the bright if not

light mantle of such a great and powerful personage

as our late Commander-in-Chief has descended on
your shoulders, and the Government is to be congra-

tulated on this choice . The brilliant record of your

meritorious services to the Government has found a

most fitting- appreciation in your having- been placed

at the head of the Indian Army, and we feel we are

voicing the sentiment of the public in general when we
beg to assure Your Excellency that we feel grateful to

the Government that in these critical times they have

put the reins of military affairs in the hands of Your
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Excellency—a veteran of wide and varied experience

and proverbial sympathies . Your appointment to this

exalted office has been, moreover, most popular with

all ranks of the Indian Army . Your Excellency, doubt-

less, has a far greater amount of responsibility
thrown on your shoulders, but your long and intimate

connection with the Indian Army, and your knowledge

of the country, warrants the belief that out destinies

are safe in the hands of Your Excellency, and we have

the fullest confidence that, in having Your Excellence

as our Commander-in-Chief, we have one who will
sympathise with us, and will take a due interest in

what concerns us, and those over whose destinies it

has pleased God, in His Providence, to ordain you to

preside . It is a matter of great rejoicing and pride to

us that Your Excellency 's past career has been very
closely associated with this station, and we hope that

in spite of your multifarious duties you will deign to

keep alive the interest which you have always mani-

fested in Rawalpindi and its inhabitants . We deem

ourselves very fortunate that we have in Sir Josceline

Wodehouse, our General Officer Commanding the

Northern Army, not only an able military officer, but
one also who is always kind, courteous and sympa-

thetic . It is also extremely gratifying that our other

Generals and the Officers of the Staff are all of them,

without exception, all that we could possibly desire .

We are sorry that we have not the pre-

sence of Lady O 'Moore Creagh here, on the present

occasion, to participate in the acceptance of the offer-
ings of our felicitations . We, however, wish Her

Ladyship a safe and pleasant journey back to our

shores . In conclusion, we wish Your Excellency a

long life, and a bright, peaceful and prosperous career

on our Indian soil ; and, in the fullest confidence in

your abilities, we place ourselves and our destinies,

for the coming years, in your kind and sympathetic
Sands for protection and support ."

Sir O'Moore Creagh, in replying, stated that the

mere fact that Rawalpindi was the first military station

which he had visited since his arrival in India showed

the great interest that he evinced in the welfare and

prosperity of his former station . It as a matter of

regret that the exigencies of military duty prevented
his personal friend . Sir Josceline Wodehouse, from

being present . He was delighted to hear the high

opinion expressed in the address towards the Officers

of the Staff, for much depended on mutual confidence.

It was a matter of congratulation that the ravages of

plague, which had affected so large a proportion of

the Panjab, had happily not left their mark on Rawal-

pindi, and he devoutly hoped that this pestilence

would be entirely eradicated in a few years .

	

In

thanking them 'for the kindly wishes to Lady O'Moore

Creagh, which he would personally convey to her, and

for the hearty welcome which he had received, he re-

minded them that in the anxious moments entailed by

his duties as Commander-in-Chief, the well wishes of

the population of India were a solid support ; with

regard to their loyalty to the British Crown and the

King Emperor, he had never entertained the slightest
doubt.

His Excellency on Wednesday inspected the lines of

the British Units in the station, and in the evening
dined in the Officers ' Mess of the Tenth ; a numerous
party of Staff and Regimental Officers were also in-

vited to meet the guest of the evening.

On the following morning His Excellency left the
Station, to continue a protracted tour of inspections,

covering many thousands of miles, an arduous duty

which falls to the lot of the Rulers of India.

Many appreciations of the popularity of Sir

O'Moore Creagh have been published in the press
English and native, of this country, and the Indian

Spectator, asking what is the secret of the spontaneous

demonstrations witnessed in his honour wherever he

happens to be, aptly answers its own query,—' it is
sympathy . ' Nowhere is this realised more than in the

Tenth : we have had the privilege of serving under the

Commander-in-Chief's command for practically seve-

ral years, and cannot forget his espousal of the

interests of all classes, military or civil, who were for-
tunate enough to come under his rule . In the words

of the Bombay Gazette, " he doesn ' t fuss or fume,

he doesn't nag, nor does he mistake bustle for energy:

he gives orders quietly but impressively, and sees
that they are carried out . " He possesses unfail-

ing tact, and is the sincere friend of the rank and file

of the Army in India, be it the private or the sepoy.
The exhibition of confidence in the soldier, which

has been displayed and highly extolled at home in

recent years, has been a feature of His Excellency ' s

trust in them for many years, as evidenced by his
orders for the conduct of the Soldiers ' Institutions in

Aden, and, in our own time, in Mhow, both of which

owe their inception and success to him . And none

who saw him in Sujhan Singh ' s gardens, when, after

receiving the address, he made the rounds of the
grounds quite unattended, could fail to realise that the

admiration and respect accorded by all sorts and con-
ditions of natives, are an outcome of their implicit

belief in him.

Warmly and cordially greeting one here, genially

shaking the hand of another old acquaintance there,

chatting easily with all and sundry in their own
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tongue, small wonder is it that soldiers and civilians

alike, were obviously proud of recognition by the soldier

who is famous, not only by the gallantry which won

for him the " V.C ., " but for soldierly services repeated

on many other fields . They feel that no section of the

heterogeneous population of this country, which may

come under his rule, will be neglected.

In the words of the citizens of Rawalpindi, all are
confident

" That their destinies are safe in his hands . "

RACING NOTES.

THE first half of the Season 1909-1910 has been
marked by the successes of Captain Williams' stable.

That gallant pony Pasha has maintained his reputa-

tion at Bareilly by winning two races, carrying top

weight, on one afternoon ; Cravat has established one

by winning the important events recorded in these

notes, and the untried Promise secured for his sport-

ing owner the most coveted prize put up at the

Lahore Christmas Meeting—to wit, The Governor 's

Cup.

Sir John Milbanke 's representatives have also been
fairly successful, giving promise of better results at

the Spring Meetings, and we expect to have to

publish a fat list of wins for both of these owners in

our next issue.

At Rawalpindi on the 23rd October a successful

first-of-the-season Gymkhana was presented to the

racing public by the Honorary Secretary, Sir John

Milbanke ; considering that the 2nd Divisional Head-

Quarters Staff and those Regiments who spend their

summer on the hills had not come down, there was an

attendance in both enclosures that must have been

gratifying to the Race Stewards, and if the fields ruled
small, they can claim that the sport witnessed was

decidedly good.

Mr Wilson signalised his first appearance in silk

since his return from leave in England by winning

the Moderate Plate on Major Barnard's Mistletoe, and
in the Mecca Handicap on Mr. Gordon-Canning's

Kildare, the same rider was defeated by Mr. Smith's
Nadim by a head. This race was really racing from

the fall of the flag to the finish . Kildare made the run-
ning till the distance with Foam lying second and
Nadim third . Nadim then came up and an exciting race

home ensued . Nadim, piloted by Captain Winter,
winning as stated. In the Rubio Stakes, a hurdle race

for horses, distance 1i miles, over 8 flights, Major Sir

John Milbanke ' s Bucephalus (owner up) finished

second, and the same Owner ' s Sunbeam also secured

second place in the Bend Or Plate—a five-furlong

handicap for ponies 14-2 and under ; Tyrant, from the

same stable, was third in this race . Other regimental

results during the quarter were :

BAREILLY AUTUMN MEETING.

21st and 23rd October.

1ST DAY.

THE HORSE HURDLES.--A handicap hurdle race for

horses— 1 miles, over 6 flights.

Captain Williams ' Cravat (owner)

	

. ..

Won easily by four lengths.

2ND DAY.

ARAB SCURRY .—Three furlongs.

Captain Williams ' Pasha

	

. . .

	

. . .

	

. ..

BAREILLY PLATE.—Handicap for horses—2 miles.

Captain Williams ' Cravat

	

. ..

ARAB PLATE .—SIX furlongs.

Captain Williams ' Pasha

Noticeable points of these races are that Pasha,

after winning the Polo Scurry, came out again in the

Arab Plate, a six furlong race, carrying top weight,

10-12, and cut it out in I min . 25 3-5 sec.

Cravat carried top weight in both his races, viz :—

10 . 7 and 11 . 9.

AMBALA AUTUMN MEETING.

29th and 31st October.

1ST DAY.

HORSE CHASE .—A welter handicap steeple-chase for

horses . Distance--2 miles, over the steeple-chase

course.
Captain Williams ' Cravat 10-5 (carried

10-7 (Owner) . . .

	

. . .

	

. . .

	

. . .

	

. . . I

Messrs . Styles and Reynard's Veinard, 9 . 2

(Northmore) . ..

The Kour Sahib of Patiala ' s Lamrock,

11 . 12 (Bond) . ..

Veinard showed the way over the first fence and

settled down with the lead, followed by Cravat and

Lamrock : half a mile from home Cravat was lying

second, quite forty lengths from Veinard, he caught

him by the distance post, and won by two lengths.

2ND . DAY.

HORSE HURDLES .—A welter handicap hurdle race for

horses . Distance 1 miles, over 7 flights.

Captain Williams ' Cravat, I I-o . (Mr. Gads-

den

	

. . .

	

. . .

	

. .

	

. ..

The Kour Sahib of Patiala's Lam rock,

11-o (Bond) . . .

	

. . .

	

. ..

Messrs . Styles and Reynard ' s Veinard, 9-10

(Northmore)	

	

3
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This race, from start to finish, was a very hot one.

Cravat went to the front about two hurdles from

home, then Lamrock came up and joined Cravat ; they

raced together over the last hurdle, then Cravat

drew out, and won by a couple of lengths.

LUCKNOW.

18th November.

Cravat was again brought out for the Closed Chase,

a high weight handicap steelple-chase for horses—4

miles . He carried lost . 9 lbs., owner up, and won

from Idle, the runner up for the Indian Grand

National.

Idle went to the front and showed the way over the

first fence ; then Senator led them over the next fence

and the water-jump. At the fence at the bottom of

the course, Umutbee ran out, and here again Idle led,

followed by Senator, Cravat, and Sinister in that order;

then from the mile the three first named were running

almost level, and they kept this order until at the

fence near the half mile . Senator came down, and at

the succeeding fence Cravat headed Idle, and, having

the latter beaten, won by five lengths, a bad third .

Time—4

	

37 sec.

LAHORE CHRISTMAS MEETING .—

24th, 27th, 29th, 31St, December.

IST DAY.

SPRINTER ' S PLATE .

Sir John Milbanke's Man/ark (Mr. Wil-

son)

	

. .,

	

. . .

	

. . .

	

1

2ND DAY.

MIN MIR HANDICAP . ,

Sir John Milbanke's Adalina	 . . . 2

THE MOZANG HANDICAP .-- Half mile.

Sir John Milbanke ' s Rufus

	

. . . I

Mr. C. B. Wilson ' s Lender

HORSE HURDLE HANDICAP .

Captain Williams ' Cravat

	

2

The Lieut .-Governor 's Cup, presented by H . H. Sir
Louis Dane, for Arab ponies 14-I and under . Dis-
tance--I mile . Won by Capt . Williams ' Promise from

a field of sixteen, including such good horses as

Munshi, Surrender and Young Lomond ; the win was the

more remarkable because Promise had had no pre-
paration, and really came straight frcm the polo

ground and won the race.

3RD DAY.

SERVICE CHASE.—About three miles, over the
steeple-chase course.

Capt . Williams' Cravat, I2st . (top weight)
(Owner)

	

. . .

PONY HANDICAP CHASE .—2 miles, over the steeple-

chase course.

Major Sir John Milbanke ' s Sunbeam

ARAB PLATE .— Distance—R . C.

	

Capt . Williams ' Promise

	

. ..

THE LAHORE ST .LEGER .—Distance — I4 miles.

	

Sir John Miibanke's Tyrant

	

. . .

	

. . .

	

. . . 2

4TH DAY.

IN THE SAHARA PLATE .--Captain Williams ' Promise

and Mr. Butler ' s Heathen dead-heated for second

place .
-

THE CO=OPERATION OF CAVALRY
WITH THE OTHER ARMS IN A

GENERAL ENGAGEMENT.

The following extract, from the criticisms of General

Sir Dauglas Haig, is taken from a pamphlet on the

Cavalry Manoeuvres on Salisbury Plain, written by

Captain A . H. C. Kearsey, D. S. O.

The following- are the principles of the cc-operation

by cavalry with the other arms in a general engage

ment :

The ultimate objective of the army and all its com-
ponent parts is the decisive battle with the enemy's

forces . The cavalry contribute to this end in the first

instance by gaining information about the enemy's

dispositions, and preventing him doing the same with
regard to ours. But it must be remembered this work
is only a means to an end, and the best information

may be valueless if sufficient forces and intelligent

combination are not forthcoming at the decisive point
to turn it to account. It is the duty of the Cavalry
Commander, therefore, never to lose sight of the

ultimate objective, and so to husband his force in the

earlier phases of operation that he may be able to

intervene with the maximum effect in support of the

other arms on the battlefield . He should at the same

time remember that his chances of successful co-opera-

tion on the battlefield will be so much the greater if
the enemy's cavalry are not in a condition to interfere

with him in the 'accomplishment of that role . It is the

function of the C .-in-C. to group the cavalry at his

disposal in such a manner as to derive from it the

maximum help in carrying out his plans . ( " Cavalry
Training, " sec. 144) . The work which the C.-in-C.

will expect from his cavalry immediately before and

during a battle may be divided into three main

categories, viz . :

(i) To carry out the necessary tactical reconnais-

sance. This will usually be performed by the protective

cavalry. (" Cavalry Training, " secs . 153 and 157.)
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(ii) To protect the flanks of the army and to get

abreast of the enemy 's flanks, in order to harass his

deployment, and prevent or delay the arrival of reinforc-

ing columns . This work may be entrusted to the

protective cavalry, reinforced if necessary by a portion

of the strategical cavalry.

(iii) To take part in the actual battle itself in
close combination with the other arms . For this as
large a portion as possible of the strategical cavalry

will usually be detailed as part of, in addition to the

general reserve in the hand of the C .-in-C.

In this connection it is instructive to study the

practice followed by Napoleon in organizing his forces

for battle, e .g., his orders for the cavalry at Ligny.

" Grouchy, with the Cavalry Corps of Pajol and

Excelmans, to drive back all the cavalry on the enemy's

left flank to beyond Sombreffe, and prevent the enemy's

troops coming from Namur from joining ." Thus we
see a distinct portion told off for the duties mentioned

in (ii) above . Another portion, viz ., the Guard and

Milhaud was retained at Fleurus, under Napoleon ' s own

hand, for employment in the battle itself in combination
with the other arms. The same principles should

apply to the modern battle . The delaying power of

cavalry, armed and trained as is the British Cavalry of

to-day, is much greater than formerly . This fact can

be turned to good account in connection with the

prevailing tendency in modern armies to exploit their

numerical superiority by enveloping movements and

operations on exterior lines . The hopes of success for

an army relatively inferior in numbers lie chiefly in

being able to attack and defeat its adversaries in detail.

In such operations, cavalry can render the greatest

assistance in isolating one or more of the hostile

columns, and keeping it at a distance from the battle-
field where the C .-in-C. is striking his decisive blow.
It is interesting to consider what the value of an

adequate force of cavalry used in this manner might

not have been to the Austrians in 1866, or to the
Russians in Manchuria . Both the Prussian and the
Japanese succeeded in accomplishing the difficult

manoeuvre of effecting the junction of their columns

for the decisive battle within striking distance of the

enemy. It is conceivable that the movements both of

the Crown Prince 's Army through the Riesen Gebirge,

and of at least one of the Japanese columns converg-

ing on Liao Yang, might have been so delayed by an

adequate force of cavalry, so as to enable a successful

blow to have been struck at the other portion of the

enemy in each case . Again at Liao Yang, Kuroki

made a turning movement 10 miles to the east round

the Russian left . Had the Russian Cavalry been more

skilfully handled they might have discovered this

movement, and so delayed it as to enable a decisive

counterstroke to take effect against the Japanese

centre, or left before Kuroki could have intervened.

Similarly, before Mukden, had the masses of cavalry

available been suitably employed by Kuropatkin, the

advance of Nogi 's army from behind the Japanese left

could have been disclosed and retarded while the
decision was brought about elsewhere . As it was, the

Russian reserves had been moved to the eastern flank
to meet the threatened attack in that quarter, and

could not be brought back in time to avert the defeat.

Cavalry and horse artillery, it may be repeated, have

now quite sufficient strength in themselves to force

the enemy to develope any threatened attack to such

an extent as will leave little doubt as to its intentions

or gravity. In the case under discussion it will there-

fore be seen that there was ample scope on both flanks

of the enormously extended Russian line (nearly too

miles long), for the employment of large forces of

cavalry, which would have preserved to the Russian
Commander his liberty of manoeuvre and enabled him

to strike at a point and at a moment of his own

choosing.

The same principles apply to actions on a smaller

scale, when cavalry may be employed to great advant-

age on the immediate flanks . Thus at Telissu, the
Russian offensive movement of Osasko's brigade

against the Japanese right was stopped by a Japanese

Cavalry Brigade, supported by a battalion and a

battery. On the other hand, the Russian Cavalry on

the opposite flank, failed not only to stay the turning

movement of the 4th Japanese Division, but to give

any warning of its advance . In considering the

method of employment of cavalry in battle, combina-

tion of all arms must be the guiding principle . In

addition to its role of demonstration, a body of cavalry

can act either by surprise, or against a disorganized

and demoralized enemy . Surprise by large bodies of

cavalry during battle seems doubtful because—(a) In

order to be concealed, a large body of cavalry must

remain some distance from the battle front . (b) To

approach from that position to the point of attack

under cover from view and fire will take a considerable
time, hence—(c) The opportunity for action, which is

usually of short duration, will have passed . At the

same time it seems possible for small bodies of

cavalry to act by surprise . A force, say, of one to five

squadrons strong can remain in close vicinity of the

troops engaged by taking advantage of hollows, woods

or other cover . Moreover, we learn from experience

that the effect of a small body of cavalry skilfully used

in this manner may be out of all proportions to its

numerical strength, e .g., that of Kellerman's charge
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with 400 sabres at Marengo, which was such that

2,000 men threw down their arms and surrendered

with six stand of colours and four guns. Again at

Custozza, Captain von Bechtoldsheim with but three

troops of Lancers, rode through and demoralized an

Italian Brigade of five battalions, taking two guns.

The battle of Vionville-Mars la Tour (10th August
1870), may also be studied with advantage, containing

as it does illuminating examples of the value of cavalry

in battle . Not the least interesting lesson is the

chance missed, and, on the other hand, the opportu-

nity seized by the available French and German
Cavalry shortly after the 38th (German) Brigade

advanced to the attack from the direction of Mars la

Tour (about 4-45 p.m.) . This Brigade was quickly

repulsed by Cissey 's Division of the 4th French Corps,

and whilst retiring in the greatest confusion and

disorder, presented such a chance to the French
Cavalry as seldom obtains in war . As it happened,
however, the opportune self-sacrificing charge of the

German 1st Dragoons of the Guard (the only

cavalry available at the time) arrested the French

Infantry pursuit and enabled the 38th Brigade to be

rallied . Unfortunately, the French Cavalry had not

been prepared in peace to take advantage of such

opportunities in war, and so was not at hand when

decisive tactical results might have been gained.

Large masses of cavalry can only act by force success-

fully against troops which are worn out, demoralized
and obliged to leave their fighting positions . Cavalry
cannot of itself reduce an enemy to a state of moral

and physical degeneration . This condition is produced

by the other arms as the result of their attacks .* In
the modern battle such crises, lasting for an hour or

more, have frequently arisen in sections of the field.

Cavalry must therefore follow the other arms and take
advantage of their progress, offering them such help

as it can from its guns and rifles, and exploiting their

decisive attack by sweeping the battlefield with its

squadrons . "I he success of the guns and infantry is

thus extended far beyond the actual position captured,

and the fruits of victory can be reaped . Cavalry masses
should therefore operate not in the neighbourhood of nor

wide on the flanks of the battlefield, but together with

those who strike the decisive blows in order that it may
be at hand to exploit and extend their effect . Action wide
on the flank or rear of an enemy produces such in-

significant results as to be without influence on the fina l

issue of the battle . In most cases cavalry will find its
action restricted by detachments blocking the ap-

-Cf. Clauseintz "On War," Vol . III ., p . 195 : " Cavalry
should not be launched boldly to the attack until such disorder
prevails in the enemy's ranks, that we may hope for success by
his hasty retreat ."

proaches to the battlefield . For cavalry to expend itself

against these detachments would seem mere waste of

time and strength . Again, the direct attack of masses

of cavalry against a point in the enemy 's line in order

to make an opening, can only result in useless losses,

and will produce no decisive result so long as the enemy

holds his position in force . The mounted attacks by

cavalry at Reichehoffen, at Sedan, the charge of the

5th Cuirassiers (French) at Mouzon, the 2nd German

Guard Dragoons at Rezonville, and the French

Cuirassier ' s charge in the same battle, are all examples

of the powerlessness of cavalry acting mounted

against infantry which is still in condition to shoot.
The charge will be a moment of peace for the enemy.

The men in the firing lines can raise their heads and

take steady aim, so that the fire to be encountered by
the squadrons is of the most terrible description . Even

von Bredow's charge at Rezonville, effective as it was,

thanks to good luck and good leading, was permissible

only as a desperate resource in the extreme straits in
which the Germans found themselves : no Cavalry

Commander would be justified in undertaking such an

operation without the express order of his C .-in-C.
The conclusion at which we must arrive, then, is that

charges by cavalry against infantry will be highly

successful when made under certain conditions, viz . ,
either as a result of surprise (as a rule small bodies) or

against an enemy who has become worn out by fighting

or other means . With a view to ultimate action in the

general engagement, a Cavalry Commander may prefer

not to risk a decisive encounter with the hostile cavalry

previous to the general engagements unless the chances

of success are peculiarly favourable . As a general

principle, any fight on a large scale should have some
decisive, or at least very important, object in view ;

otherwise the decision to offer, or accept battle, can

seldom be justified, at any rate if we have any serious

doubts as to whether we can win . " A sincere and

resolute desire "t to fight is an invaluable quality, and

one to encourage, but to gain the best results, it is a

quality which must be controlled by intelligence . In

the second place, it will rarely occur that, in the event
of such an encounter taking place, the result will have

been so decisive as to eliminate all possibility of the

enemy 's cavalry intervening in the main battle . Lastly
in war, information will be vague, and there will

always be the chance of the enemy being able to

reconstitute a cavalry force from the great resources

now available in Continental armies . Therefore, even

+This quotation is taken from Dragomiror's Report on 18 59
Campaign : "Here is one more instance, in addition to so many
others, in support of that profound truth which Jomini propound-
ed, simple as it may seem, that the first and most essential
element of victory is—' a sincere and resolute desire to
fight . '
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if he has been brilliantly successful in previous en-

counters, no cavalry leader can afford to disregard the

possibility of having to meet opposing cavalry on the

battlefield itself, and, in acting in support of the other

arms, he must take the necessary precautions to guard

against such a contingency . In point of fact, the
great cavalry combats in history have more often than

not taken place in the course of a general engagement
and not at a distance from it, e .g ., Rossbach Leuthen,

Marengo, Austerlitz$, Eckmuhl, Dinzling, Vauchamps,
Ligny, Balaclava, Rezonville . In such cases the
cavalry on one side seeks to reap the fruits of victory,

and on the other intervenes to prevent the cavalry

doing so.

$ As the Battle of Austerlitz is an historic example of a victory
won by means of a decisive counterstroke, in which the co-
operation of cavalry was a special feature, an account of it is
added .

CRICKET NOTES.

The Annual Inter-Squadron Tournament for the
" Kearsey " Challenge Cup took place between the

14th October and the 27th, the final contestants being

the donor 's own Squadron—" A",--and " C . "

Great keenness was displayed by the players, and

much interest evinced by the Regiment in all the

games which were watched by numerous spectators

belonging to the Squadrons engaged.

The results of the matches were as follows :—

FIRST ROUND.

Squadron (last year's winners) beat " B " by

5 wickets and 31 runs.

" A " Squadron beat " C " by 7 wickets and 4 runs.

" C " Squadron beat " B " by 6 wickets and 4 runs.

C " Squadron beat " D " by 8 wickets and 2 runs.

D " Squadron beat " A " by 34 runs.

B " Squadron scratched to " A ".

SEMI-FINAL.

C

	

S quadron beat " D " by 7 wickets and 2 runs

scores being

" D " SQUADRON .

Seymour, c . sub b . Hutchinson	 o

Jackson, run out

	

. 20

Gordon-Canning, b .

	

Palmer 5

Lloyd, b . Hutchinson	 1

Darvell, c . Moon, b . Mason	 24

Beasley, b . Bailey	 13

Davies, c . Moon, b . Hutchinson	 7

Dyson, b . Bailey	 1

	

i

Hyland, c . Bailey, b . Hoare	 9
White, not out	 3
Holmes, c . Palmer, b . Hoare	 9

Extras

	

. . .

	

.	 3

Total . .. 105

Extras

	

19

Total . . . 108

D " went in first and had compiled 15 runs when

Seymour was caught, and Jackson was run out when

the score stood at 24. Gordon-Canning and Lloyd were
dismissed without making any substantial addition to

it, when Darvell came in and rapidly raised the total :

he hit out freely and hit four boundaries, but

imprudently gave a chance to Moon who, with a

clever catch, was responsible for his retirement.

Beasley, who relieved him at the wicket, was clean

bowled by Bailey, and Davies was caught soon after.

" C " SQUADRON.

Moon, run out	

Bailey, b . Jackson	 14

Hawkes, not out	 22

Mason, b . Gordon-Canning	 5o

Sykes, not out	 2

Hutchinson

Nance

Hoare

Palmer

Bear

Porter

1

did not bat.
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Hyland's stay was not a long one, and Holmes, the

last man in, was only allowed to remain until he had

equalled the score of his predecessor.

Moon and Bailey opened the innings for their side,

the latter being soon dismissed by a good ball from

Jackson, the score then standing at 2 . Hawkes then

took up the batting, and it was increased to 29 before

he and Moon were parted . Hawkes was now joined
by Mason who at once hit out in quite a " Jessopian"

style, repeatedly sending the ball clean out of the

ground ; he was finally bowled by Gordon-Canning,

having made a half-century, and assisted in raising

the total to 104 ; thus with a loss of only three

wickets but 2 runs were wanted to secure a win, and

these the new-comer, with his second hall, achieved.

FINAL.

This was a disappointing, and not at all interesting,

game, resulting in a very hollow victory for " A "

Squadron.

The captain of " A " won the toss, and elected to put

the opposing team in first . Moon and Burdett opened

their innings but the partnership was soon dissolved

by Hardy, who took Burdett ' s wicket in the second

over with a nice leg-break . Hawkes now joined Moon,

both to be caught in the same over, off Roys, who
was sending down some fast balls on the leg stump.

Hoare was then run out, Curl picking up, and return-

ing the ball in smart style . After this " C " was obvi-
ously nervy, and the innings was rapidly brought to

a close for a modest 34 .

Roys and Davies started the ball rolling for " A,"

playing themselves in very steadily for an over or two,

and then, hitting out with great freedom and con-

fidence, soon knocked the requisite runs . Roys
deserves credit, both for his batting and bowling in

this game, as also does Hardy for his performance.

The bowling of the latter showed an average of 2'4

and that of Roys, 3 . 0.

The individual scores were--

" C " SQUADRON.

Burdett b ., Hardy	

Moon, c . sub . b . Roys	

Hawkes, c . Davies, b . Roy	

Hoare, run out	

6
Palmer, b . Hardy	 0

Hutchinson, c . Binns, b . Hardy	 5
Sykes,, b . Hardy	

Mason, b . Roys 2

Nance, b . Hardy	

Bailey, b . Roys	 5

Bear, not out

	

	 o

Extras . . .

Total . . . 34

' A " SQUADRON.

Roys, not out	 23

Davies, not out	 i i
Palmes

Day

Harding

Curl

Sayer

Hardy

de Tuyll

Binns

Sykes

Extras . . .

	

3

Total . . . 37

FOOTBALL NOTES.

LORD CURZON, the Recorder of Glasgow University

on the occasion of an informal visit to his Constituents,

addressed meetings in the Students ' and at Queen

Margaret's College . The gathering in the Union took

the form of a Smoking Concert, and its object was to

stimulate interest in the Officers ' Training Corps, and

in the Athletic Club.

Readers will probably pause here, cast their eyes to
the heading of this article, and ask,--what possible con-

nection is there between the above announcement

and the Tenth Hussars ' football ? Well, Lord Curzon

in his address, after expatiating on the loud outcry in

many quarters that the nation is too intent upon sport,

stated his opinion that the aptitudes of the body and
the comradeship in games should he encouraged and

cultivated equally, with equal enthusiasm as other

pursuits.

He deprecated the professionalising of sport and

upheld the importance of the amateur element, which

tended to raise the spirit and improve the tone : when

sport was a purely professional pursuit, it was too apt
to be regarded as a means of obtaining a prize, and

there is nothing more objectionable in our modern life

than the spectacle of twenty-two players in a football

match, doing their best for the credit of the Institution
or Club to which they belong, surrounded by forty

thousand idlers standing round the field, and looking

on the exhibition of others.
Lord Curzon would much prefer seeing forty

thousand players and twenty-two looking on.

To a greater degree in the Army and Navy than in

any other calling is the blessing of melts sano incorpore

sano,—that is to say,—a sound mind in a sound body,—
a valuable asset, worthy of cultivating assiduously,

and one which can only be acquired by shaking off
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slothful inclinations . It is pleasing to know that such

inclinations are not prevalent in the Tenth : they are

insidious weeds, of strong growth if not checked : let

the man who may become a prey to them make up his

mind to overcome the temptation to " slack " which is

at times so strong in tropical climes, and he will find

that the exhilarating feelings which healthy exercise

induces, will determine him to continue regular in-
dulgence in them.

This is a digression from the subject of our article,

which we know will be considered pardonable by all

those who recognise the importance of the question

discussed.

Now if Lord Curzon had only been privileged to

witness the spirited games which were played in the

Annual Troop Competition for Sir William Bass 's Cup,
it would have rejoiced him greatly . In it we had the

spectacle of 176 men of the Regiment, turning out,

and playing for all they were worth, for what he would
describe, the credit of their Troops.

Not only was the esprit de troop notable ; the

interest taken in the contests by the comrades of

the players, who came out to watch the games, and
followed the fortunes of their teams with keen

criticisms and natural partisanship was also meritori-

ous : it was obvious that not a man of them but would

have been glad and proud to have been chosen to
take a place in the team selected to play for their

Troops, and that they admitted in a sportsmanlike

manner the superior claims of the lucky ones selected.

The physical advantages, and the spirit of emulation

by which the man who pursues athletics, be it football,

cricket, hockey, or in any other form, for the credit of

his Troop, or the Regiment, against rival Troops or
Regiments, are too apparent to call for mention, nor is

it necessary to say aught about the good-fellowship

which prevails throughout the athletic portion of the
Army. In athletics there is, more than in any other
form of virile activity, a sense of self-sacrifice to duty

of discipline, how to carry out orders, and how to sub-

ordinate individual interests to the interests of the

larger body to which the players belong . That is the
real justification of athletics ; the true sportsman is a
true gentleman all the world over, and the soldier who

learns to play the game on the football field, or the

cricket field, or any other field of sport, is the soldier,

it is sure, who will play the game throughout life.

But we are again digressing, and without further
comment, append the results of the tournament in

which the 3rd Troop of " B " Squadron succeeded in

retaining Sir William Bass 's Cup for another year.
The opening game was played on the 8th November

when " A3 " opposed " A2 " and secured a victory of

4 --2. A good game, fast from start to finish.

Other games in the first round were played with the

following results : —

9th November, " Bl " and " D3 . "—A ding-dong

game throughout . At half time both teams had a goal

to their credit, and no change occurred in the second

half. Re-played on the 18th, and the " D " Squadron

team won by i—o . " Bi" was unlucky in losing the

services of Cox who had to retire hurt, just after the

commencement of the second half.

10th November, ` D1 " and " C1."--Another game

in which each side scored one goal, C 's being obtained

just at the call of time . The teams met again on the

14th with similar result . They again tried conclusions
on the 22nd, and a large number of spectators were

treated to a very good exhibition of football . At the

close of time neither side had scored, but both goal-

keepers had been kept busy throughout the game.

Extra play was agreed upon, and " D 1 " succeeded in

netting the ball . " C 1 " then played up persistently,
and, amid much excitement, equalised . No change

occurred up to the close of time, and for the third

time the struggle between these Troops terminated

in a draw of I-I.
On the following day a decisive result was gained

by " CI," when, after a Titanic fight, they won by two

goals to love . There was not this difference between

the two teams, but the victors appeared to display the

better combination, and put in longer and stronger
shots than in the preceding games. At the time limit

neither side had scored, and the usual extra time play

followed . In this the Troop of "C1 " scored once from

each direction.

11th November, " C3 " v. " D4

	

-The first named

won rather easily by 2—love.

12th November, " B3 " (the holders) v . " A4"—This

match attracted a large crowd of on-lookers, who
were not disappointed in their anticipations of seeing

a good game between the holders of the Cup and the

much-fancied team of A.

During the first half there was no scote, but the

play was of a high standard, last year's winners having

the best of it during the first fifteen minutes, and their

opponents pressing very strongly from then until the

interval.

About ten minutes after resumption, Moores, B's

reliable back, after a run through from just over the

half-way line, baffled A's goal-keeper (who made a

nearly successful attempt to save), and scored the first

goal for his side . The " B" men continued a dogged

attack, and Robinson again scored from a melee in
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front of goal. Nothing daunted " A4 " pluckily per-

severed, their forwards combining grandly, and
making a rush down the field, culminating in a goal by

Hotine. Excitement now became intense, both sides

playing all they knew, encouraged by the cheers of

their supporters ; " B3 " again succeeded in putting
the ball between the sticks, but the goal was dis-

allowed on account of off-side. From now the

ball was continually up and down the ground, but

" A4 ", in spite of the most strenuous efforts, was

unable to draw level, thus leaving the 1908 champions

the winners of as hard-fought and good a game as was
seen in the Tournament.

13th November, " Al " and " C4 " .—A game which

afforded more amusement than excitement, won by

the latter by 3—love.

15th November, " B2 " and " B4," Drawn " 2--2 ".

—The re-play on the 10th was a most interesting

match. The score at time was 1-1, and in the ex-

tended ten minutes each way, Hadaway, in the last

few minutes, sent the ball in from a scrum about ten

yards in front of the goal line, the final score being
" B2 "-2, " B4 "—1.

16th November, "C2" and "D2 " .--Marchant, about

five minutes before time, for " Da " secured the only

goal scored.

24th November, " C3 " and " D2 ".—The former

won fairly easily by love . The play of Vickal and
Reynolds for the losers was commendable ; they set a

praiseworthy example of how a losing game should

be played, i .e ., " Keep on trying, and keep your

temper."

25th November, "A3 " in this game against "B2"—
to the surprise of all won by 3—love. They were
practically an untried team ; but under the influence of
the play of the expert, Hogg, and the impetuosity of

Dixon they never flagged, maintaining good rushes,
with honest weight behind, up to the end, and fairly

wrested the victory from the rivals.

27th November, " B3 " and " C4 ".—The Cup-
holders were far too good for their opponents in this

game, which they won by 5—love. The two Roses,

the losers' backs, must be mentioned for the fine
defence they put up.

3oth November, " C1 '' 2 goals, " D3 " i goal .—A

disappointing game to the losers ' admirers, who ex-

pected better things of them.

SEMI-FINAL.

4th December, " C1 " v . " C3 ".—It was rather un-
fortunate that two teams of one Squadron should have

been drawn together in this stage, as it failed+to

attract many spectators from the other Squadrons.

The game was not marked by exciting incidents, and

was drawn with a score of one all.

The re-play on the following day was much more

lively, both teams playing with much determination

from the kick-off, and sending in many good shots :
nothing, however, was scored in the first half,

Mc Naught and Smith proving very reliable protectors

of their respective goals . When they changed ends,

both teams pressed in turn, but it was not until ten

minutes before time that the third Troop managed to
score . Following this, they rapidly added two more
goals, leaving their opponents cold.

Score " C3 " 3 goals ; " C 1 "—o.

7th December, "B3" v. " A3 ".—Although the latter

were defeated by 5—1, the team were far from dis-
graced, or even discredited ; and they are worthy of

commendation for their effort against the redoubtable

Cup-holders . Immediatety the ball was kicked off,
" B3 " rushed it down, and for ten minutes bombarded

A 's goal . Dixon, however, saved every time ; he gave

a splendid exhibition, punching, kicking, and clearing

generally in a marvellous manner . Eventually, Pollock

sent in a shot which, assisted by a bright sun directly

in front, defeated him. Soon after the same player

put a penalty through ; this the goalie just managed

to touch, but could not clear. A 3 then came up the

field with a rush, and North banged the ball in from a
short range . There was no further score until just

before the end of the game, when B 's more experienc-

ed and better trained men simply overwhelmed the

enemy, and added three more goals to their score.
They played a good game, their forwards especially

showing good combination and good shooting.

For the vanquished, Dixon was, of course, the "star

artist " ; but Whitworth, North and Sykes are also

deserving of mention . Hogg was sadly missed in

this team, and it was rather hard line for his Troop,

that, only on the morning of the game, he had left for
Bombay to embark on the " Rohilla " for home . His

absence will be felt alike in his Troop, Squadron, and

the Regiment ; for in the teams of each he has been a
tower of strength, at centre half, for the last six years.

FINAL.

Played on the yth December 1909 between B 3 and

C 3.—A very large crowd lined up to see this important

game, in which the losers put up quite a creditable

fight . Soon after the start, Hayday took a nice centre
and put it straight in . giving C's goalkeeper no chance

to save. B3 continued to press with perfect

combination : Pollock at outside, centred well, but he

was too well watched by the vigilants, Bear and
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Barnes, to get many shooting chances . No change

in the score at half-time . Soon after resumption,

Hayday again repeated his effort in the first half,

putting his side two goals in hand, and thus it remain-

ed at the sounding of time.

The game was a very good one, and the only fault,
that can be found, was the tendency of the winners to

kick the ball out rather too frequently . However,

every man of it played hard, and combined well.

The losers played up pluckily— all deserve credit—

and Smeed, Wilson, McNaught, and Barness special

mention.

After the conclusion of the game, Lady Milbanke

presented the Cup, and Colonel Vaughan congra-
tulated them on their success . He said: " I am always
glad to see men taking an interest in ' sport of any

kind, as the best sportsmen are generally the best
soldiers.

What mystifies the spectators at these games is,

that with such players as each Troop of the Regiment

possesses, we do not produce a regimental team, that
would be invincible against any combination the Army

in India could put into the field to oppose them.

Out of 176 players who can show the form which

they did in the recent competition, it is a reasonable
supposition that eleven could, without difficulty,

be selected, who, if they would only train and make

some sacrifice to gain supremacy, would assuredly do
so. In any case we hope that the regimental team

will, this year, make a big and bold bid for the Tenth

Hussars Cup, which will be put up for open coin-
petition this month.

The winning team consisted of--

Goalkeeper.

Corporal Rounds.

Backs.

Pte. Moores .

		

Sergt . Salter.
Half-backs.

Pte . Tyne .

	

Pte . McCulloch .

	

Pte. Holmes.
Forwards,

Corporal Lyons, Corporal May, Pte . Robinson, Cpl.
Hayday, Bds . Pollock.

SERGEANTS' MESS NOTES.

ON Thursday, the 21st October, we held a farewell

Smoking Concert for Staff-Sergeant-Farrier Noble,

who was leaving the Regiment on completion of
twelve years ' service.

A good muster assembled to say the last good-byes

to " Staff" before he left us . Owing to our genial

R. S . M . being on the sick list, the Old Tenth (S. S.
M . Price) was called upon to take the chair, and
ably he filled it.

S . Q. M. S . Black as usual was the vocal pioneer

and—again as usual—had to sing a second time before

he was allowed to retire from the stage. Other con-
tributors to the harmony were S. S. M . I . F . Barrows,
S. I . of M . Curtis, and Sergeants Evans, Keats, Harris,

Hawkes, and O 'Connell.

The Chairman, in a farewell address, on behalf of

the Mess, declared how sorry all were to lose the

" Staff," who is freely admitted to be one of our most
respected and obliging members . He referred to the
many occasions when it was necessary to call for a

volunteer to undertake some little service for the

Mess which perhaps demanded unattractive work,

when others were enjoying themselves ; such as run-
ning the refreshment bar of the Mess at local race

meetings, sports or other amusements . " Staff" was

ever ready to perform these fatigue duties for the
benefit of his brother N .-C. Officers, and invariably did
them with satisfactory results.

He was leaving, the Chairman added, with a good

trade, and we all know that, as men thus equipped are
eagerly sought after, he will prosper in his new life.

The order, ,fill up your Gregsons, was then given, and

all drank heartily to the health of " The Staff " with

musical honours.

In his response " The Staff" wished all good-bye.

He avowed his disability to say more . He was too full

(no suggestion of Gregsons) for words. The evening

closed with the playing of the National Anthem, and
with a hearty and last shake of hands, we bade adieu

to an old familiar friend and comrade, who, we hope,

to see on our return to England.

ON the 27th December we held a similar meeting

to speed another departing member—Sergeant-Major

Cox. The Officers also attended to testify that they,

with us and the Regiment generally, recognise and

appreciate the services the guest of the evening had

rendered to the Regiment, also their participation of

our regret at losing such a valued Tenth Hussar.

The usual excellent programme of song, etc ., was
provided, all our talented vocalists acquitting them-

selves with their customary ability.

Our Quarter-Master proposed the toast of the

evening, introducing in his remarks the regimental

history of Sergeant-Major Cox ( his life's history
is a regimental one as he was born a Tenth Hussar),

tracing his history from the days of his infancy and

boyhood in India, following him on his journey home,
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and depicting the death of his father, who fell

gallantly charging with his Squadron on the field of

El Teb : describing how, after a training in the Duke

of York's School, he joined an Infantry regiment,

but soon found his way back to his old regiment, and
in it made such progress that, in a comparatively

short time, he, as a young man, attained the responsi-

ble rank he now holds.

The speaker expressed our sentiments thoroughly

in his concluding remarks, when he asserted the con-
viction " that Sergeant-Major Cox will impress the

Irish Yeomen, with whom he has gone to do duty,

with the sterling benefits and incomparable results

of having been horn a Tenth Hussar ." And the

eulogies bestowed upon Mrs . Cox, and the good luck

wished her and her family were most heartily echoed

by all . Sergeant-Major Cox in very feeling and well-

chosen terms expesssed his extreme regret that the

time had come when he had to bid adieu to the regi-
ment, and added that although he was leaving it, he

hoped never to lose touch with it, nor to cease to

consider himself what he had been through life—One

of The Tenth.

THE usual celebration of the advent of a New Year,

observed in the Mess on the 31st December, was

attended by all the members, all the Officers present,

and quite a rally of former members who are are still

in or near Pindi . These were :--

Mr. Worby.

Sergeant-Major Jukes, Punjab Light Horse.

Staff-Sergeant Smith, Army Remount Depot,

Campbellpore.

Staff-Sergeant Harper, S . & T. Corps, and. Ser-

geant Stovin, attached to the Army Remount Depot,

Mona . We were all pleased to see them once again

identifying themselves with their Old Comrades.

The customary programme was observed, the loyal

toasts of Our Colonel-in-Chief—His Majesty The

King ; T. R . H . The Prince and Princess of Wales,
and all The Royal Family ; were given with that re-

spectful admiration, and received with those manifesta-

tions of loyalty which are always accorded to them in

our Mess.

And those other toasts of a more closely regimental

character, viz. :---

Our Colonel, Lord Ralph Kerr,

Our Commanding Officer, Colonel Vaughan.
Our Adjutant.

Our Officers.

The Old Tenth, General Kavanagh and all former

Officers and men of the Regiment ; were proposed in

positively eloquent terms by those to whom they

were entrusted, being received with an enthusiasm

which plainly evinced the affection with which we hold

the memories of them.

Songs were delightfully sung by our very own

artists, and the Band, conducted by Corporal North,
contributed charmingly . Major Crichton, who was
in temporary command, made an address, in which he

complimented us on our share in the work of the past

year, which, he was good enough to say, had brought

about results which were satisfactory to the Officers.

He made special mention of individual successes,
including those of our Sharpshooter, and that of

Sergeant Slattery, in Gen . Kavanagh's Point to
Point Race.

Mr. Stewart, as locum /evens, responded to the toast

" Our Adjutant", introducing and reading a cablegram

just received from Mr. Palmer, which evoked unbound-

ed delight . (We hope our popular Adjutant will

soon be with us again, and that we shall see him in

his accustomed place in the regimental polo team).

The team were, by the bye, absent at Lahore, winning

for the fourth successive year the Punjab Tournament.

Other Officers had taken advantage of the holiday
week to go on leave, shooting, etc ., and in consequence
it fell to the lot of our last-joined Officer, Mr . Turner,
to reply to the toast, " Our Officers " : and he did so

in terms which mark him down as an orator. It was

also left to him, as Orderly Officer, to sound the hour

of midnight on the regimental gong, which had been

transported to the Mess verandah for the purpose :
the time, which of all other in the year ' s course thrills

most, arrived ; the twelve strokes were given amidst

absolute silence,broken as the last reverberating wave

of sound died away, by vociferous cheering of the men
who had turned out in great numbers, and by hearty

singing of Auld Lang Syne by all within the Mess.

This was succeeded by quite as hearty hand shakes,
and exchanges of mutual good wishes during the year

just ushered in.

During the evening we received cablegrams from

General Kavanagh,

Our Colonel,

and Major Shearman, and a telegram from Sergeant

Payne : we were hugely pleased by these proofs that

the senders were with us in spirit, and echoed to the

full, on their behalf, the wishes expressed in their kind

messages.

And we extend to all past and present Tenth Hussars

our greetings and our hopes that 1910 will be to them
a very happy year .
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THE Sergeants ' Mess Notes for this quarter would

be sadly lacking if a reference is omitted to a member

who has left us during the period. I allude to Ser-

geant George . He will always be remembered as a

type who consider the regiment as their home, always

loyal to it, and reluctant to leave it for even brief
periods . He, with that squadron leader, still remem-

bered by " B " squadron with admiration and affection,

the late Lord William Bentinck, shared the credit of

unbroken service in the South African War : from the
time in 1899 when he left England with the regiment,

to the end of the war three years later, he was not

absent from active duty with his squadron for a single

hour--truly- a good record . Circumstances com-
pelled him to leave us a little earlier than he otherwise

may have done, and having finished soldiering, he

elected to go to Australia in preference to returning

to England . Wherever fortune may conduct him, he

may be assured that the best wishes of his Old
Comrades of The Tenth follow him.

A FRIENDLY cricket match was arranged between the
Sergeants ' Mess of the 10th Royal Hussars and that
of the Royal Sussex Regiment, and took place on

the Tenth ' s ground on the 9th October 1909 . The
Hussars gained rather an easy victory . Scores :

S . S . M. Moon, run out	 7
L .-Sergt . Hawkes, bowled Baker	 o

Sergt . Quinn, retired	 48
S . S. M. King, bowled Cameron	 o

Sergt . Curl, caught Cross, bowled Cameron 	 9

L.-Sergt . Whitworth, bowled Baker	 5
Sergt . Dixon, caught Dagnall, bowled Baker	
S . S . F. Noble, bowled Baker

	

o
Sergt . Burdett, bowled Johnston	 o

L .-Sergt . Hyland, not out	 19

Sergt . Pawley, not out	 o

Extras	 12

Total . . .115

Sergt . Chairman, bowled Burdett	 o

Sergt . Stammers, bowled King	 o

Sergt . Cross, bowled Burdett	 2

Sergt . Baker, bowled King	 o
Sergt . Johnston, not out	 29

Sergt . Dagnall, caught Burdett, bowled Burdett 	 5
Sergt . Richards, bowled Burdett	 o

Sergt . Cameron, bowled Burdett 	 o

Sergt. Richards, bowled Curl	 S
Sergt . Hardham, run out 	 o

Sergt . Miller, bowled Burdett
Extras	 12

Total .. . 58

The " return " was played on 10th October 1909 on

the Sussex 's ground. And the Home team again were

victors, we losing by only four runs . Scores :

Royal Sussex Regiment.

Sergt . Mount, bowled Burdett 	 o

Sergt . Dixon, caught Dixon, bowled Burdett	 12

Sergt, Ayres, bowled Walker 	 I

Sergt . Cross, bowled Burdett	 9
Cr.-Sergt . Johnson, bowled Burdett

	

o
Sergt . Baker, bowled Burdett	 o

Sergt Stammers, caught Walker, bowled Burdett 	 8
Lce .-Sergt . Day, bowled Burdett	 7
Lce .-Sergt . Richards (2), bowled Burdett 	 S

Lce.-Sergt . Dagnall, bowled Quinn	 o

Lce .-Sergt . Richards (1) not out	 5
Extras	 12

Total . .. 62

10th Royal Hussars.
Sergt . Keats, run out	 5
Sergt . Langdon, bowled Dixon	 4
Lce .-Sergt . Hawkes, bowled Dixon	 o
Sergt . Dixon, bowled Dixon	 8
S . S . M . Moon, run out

	

7
Sergt . Quinn, bowled Dixon	
Sergt . Burdett, caught Mount, bowled Ayres	 o
Mr . Walker, bowled Ayers10
Sergt . Cameron, not out	 4
Sergt . Curl, bowled Ayres12
Sergt . Pawley, run out	 o
Extras	 7

Total , .. 58

CORPORALS' MESS NOTES.

OUR Annual Dinner and Smoking Concert was held

in the Gymnasium on the eve of the New Year . The

building had been tastefully decorated for the occa-
sion, the many trophies of the chase kindly lent by

members, the artistically emblazoned mottoes of
loyalty and welcome on the walls, and graceful drap-

ings and engravings giving an effect, both pleasing

and cheery. The room in which we are wont to

disport ourselves on less relaxing occupations, under

the genial Sergeant-Major Barrows was quite incog

and did not suggest the faintest possibility that it

ever gazed upon any function of a sterner order than

ours that evening. On the contrary it assumed a

decidedly rollicking aspect and expression, and lent

itself kindly to our purpose, but was only just spacious

enough to accommodate the company, numbering
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about 100, who sat down to partake of the excellent

repast provided by the Committee . Those present

included all the members of the Mess, and a few

guests from " V " Battery, Royal Horse Artillery, and

the regiments who are soldiering with us in Rawal

Pindi . All proved themselves capital performers with

a knife and fork, and after ample justice had been
done to the viands, our thoughts inclined with much

accord to melody . With Corporal Spackman in the

chair, Gunner Deens of " V " at the piano, with Cor-
poral Lloyd, our great stump crator, with the many

cheery vocalists the Corporals ' Mess can put up, and

with the efficient and courteous Committee watching

solicitously for glasses which gave evidences of the

vacuum so abhorrent to nature and soldiers ; the

sanguine anticipations of a faultless evening were

fully realised.

The officers looked in during the evening and stay-
ed to hear a few items on the programme, and the

Commanding Officer, Major Crichton, very kindly
made us an address which appealed to all . His

allusions to the wins of members of the Mess during

the year, at the Assault at Arms, at Sports, and at

Gymkhanas, were made in happy vein, especially those

which pointed to the deeds of our Shackleton Mans-

field . The whole of Major Crichton ' s speech was

attentively appreciated, and we were sorry that he

and the other Officers could not have extended their

stay with us.

An exceedingly pleasant evening was passed, and

we broke up, just after midnight, endued with a
feeling of peace to mankind natural even to soldiers on

such occasions, and contentment with self and com-

rades which should always prevail in the feelings of

the British soldier.

We wish to all a bright and prosperous New Year.

THE TENTH OLD COMRADES'
ASSOCIATION.

THE following letters, selected from many received
by Sergeant-Major Palmer, the Honorary Secretary of

the Association, cannot fail to interest many readers of
the Gazette, and will possibly acquaint some with the

whereabouts of Old Comrades, of whom they have
lost sight for many years . They are reproduced in

the words of the writers, some of which have a
decidedly old-world flavour, and all,without exception,

evincing the pride with which they claim recognition
as Tenth Hussars. Precedence is given to that of the

oldest of them, Mr . Charles King, who writes from

No. 138, Prince of Wales' Road, Haverstock Hill,

London, N . W., as follows :

Having seen in Lloyd ' s that you are getting up a

meeting of Old Comrades of the 10th Hussars,

thinking I must be one of them, as I enlisted

in the 10th on the 25th July 1846, served

with the regiment 8 years in India, went
through the Crimean Campaign, and in pos-

session of medals and bar for Sebastopol, was

discharged on the reduction of the Army with

a very good character . I should very much

like to see any of my old comrades, if any of

them are alive, as I am 82 next birthday. I

belong to " C " Troop . I shall be glad to get

an answer, as I have only the Compassionate

Pension, Regimental No . 1326.
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don ' t go to The Canteen and have too much to

drink and lye down on the sand is hotwill

draw you off to sleep, and if this Big Dog
finds you, he gives a great howl,and Thousands

of His Tribe comes down and you are soon

devoured . Perhaps some of my Comrades may

remember this . What I, James Crane, nick-

name then was Duck.

In the Evening I was told off for Guard, about 2

in the morning I heard a sniffling sound round

my tent, but I thought that That's Big Dog.

I had just stept out . I set for the Cut 3 when he

came and smelt my right knee. I gave him a

sweeping Cut with my sword . He gave a

great Howl and I heard like a rushing Wind,
it was Thousands of these Dogs followed him

through the Horse lines . I rammed my sword

in the Sand to Clean it, for I was afraid I had

done wrong,so I cryed "Guard—Turn Out, " and

the Trumpeter sounded, and every man to his
Horse, and when day light came, we saw a poor

Camel had being killed and eaten . I have

Thought since I ought to have mentioned it at

The Time . A few years ago I sent This Account

to the War Office, but had no reply . No body

knows anything that night but me and God,
and I Bless Him for the Care of me and my

Comrades.

(Mr. Gerard kindly sent a fourth letter received

from the same Old Comrade, after the Annual

Dinner, which he was happily able to attend.

Mr. Gerard thoughtfully sent to Crane a copy

of the X. R. H. Gazette, containing the account

of the dinner, with the photograph of those

present at it : in his letter Crane expressed his

joy at having been able to meet so many of his

old regiment, and in thanking Mr . Gerard for
the Gave/1e, assured him that it would be

retained as a most valued treasure during life).

Mr. Joseph Dallis, of Tenbury, notifies that he
served 21 years in the Regiment, as No. 211,
of " A " Troop, from 1858 to 1879 : he is, un-

fortunately, infirm and an inmate of the Tyne-

side Infirmary.

Others w ho communicated with the Secretary, and
are remembered by some still serving include :

Mr. George Allingham, of Kingston Union,

Coombs Lane, Kingston-on-Thames, who joined

in 1868, was No. 981, served in " D " Troop,

in the Afghan Campaign, and was regimentally

known as Skin .

Mr. Charles Woodward (Scruff), 212, Canonbury

Park Road, Kingston-on-Thames, No . 108,

who belonged to " G " Troop, and purchased
his discharge, after a service of over 7 years.

Mr. John Openshaw, 66, Gordon Road, Deptford,

No. 1280.

Mr. Joseph Horn (Novice), 16, Florence Road,
Cuthall Road, Leytonstone, was a " B " Troop

man, joined in 1871, served in Afghanistan and

the Eastern Soudan, for which Campaigns he

possesses two medals with clasps, and the

Khedivial bronze star : like many others, he
could not take kindly to soldiering in England

after his eleven years in India, and took his

discharge after 13 years' service.

Mr. John Harding, 95, Rouel Road, Bermondsey,
No. 1374, was also of the period 1871 ; he

recalls his soldiering under Colonel Valentine

Baker, and the Sergeant-Major of his Troop
(T. S . M . Twiman) ; narrates how he was on

escort to H. M. The King, when, as Prince of

Wales, His Majesty attended the Proclamation

of Her late Majesty Queen Victoria, as Empress

of India . On the departure of the Regiment

for India in 1873, to conform with the Indian

establishments of that period, two Troops,
(" G " and " H ") disappeared, and Mr . Hard-

ing became an " E " Troop man : he was sent
to the Depot at Canterbury in 1878, and whilst

there accompanied the late Field Marshal

Sir Frederick P. Haines on the Russian

Manoeuvres. He professes a keen desire to meet

any of his " dear Old Comrades, " and asserts

that, despite his 63 years of age, he is as

straight as he was when he was in the Tenth.

Another letter teeming with interest was received

from one who, although never a soldier, may justly

be described as an Old Comrade . It furnishes striking

proof that even . association with the regiment

engenders sentiments of bon camaraderie, which are

lasting. It reads thus :
90, Edward St .,

Halifax, N . S.,

CANADA.
To S. S . M . H . Palmer,

Secy., Old Comrades ' Assocn.

of the 10th Royal Hussars.

Dear Sir,

I saw in Lloyds of April 4th, 1909, of the above

Association being formed, and the first annual

gathering to be held on the 25th May at the

Holborn Restaurant .
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I hope you will have a pleasant gathering . I dare

say many are missing, but there may be some

there that know me . I was not a soldier, but

civil servant to Lieut . Cass. I went out to

the Crimea, and joined the Regiment there,

which came from India direct in 1855 ; in

September of that year I went with them to

Kertch,where we remained—Capt . FitzClarence

in Command : there were two Troops of
The Tenth, and two Troops of the Chasseurs

D'Afrique—French Troops. We remained at

Kertch all winter.

I think it was in the month of April we left for

Constantinople : on arriving there we were

ordered up the sea of Marmora, to the town

of Ismid, to join Head Quarters . A short

time after we marched overland, to Haida

Pasha, where we encamped about 20 days, then

marched down to Scutara, on board the Troop-

ship, and started for home, arriving at Ports-
mouth on the and June 1856 . We were sent to

Coventry, where I left the regiment same

month, after going to my home in London, and

left for Halifax, N . S ., Canada, where I have

been ever since . I went home, taking my wife

with me, about 20 years ago, on two months'
leave.

I have been employed in the Union Bank here for

29 years . A year ago I was superannuated,

and in my 75th year I am hearty and well, for

which I thank Almighty God for all His mer-

cies . If there should be anyone that remem-

bers, I should be pleased to hear from them.

I shall not likely ever come home to England

again. You might send me the account of your

gathering, which will likely be in one of the

papers.

Accept my best wishes for the success of your

Association, and believe me

Yours truly,
R. E. SAUNDERS.

Enclosed in this letter was a statement describing

the affair with the Cossacks between Kertch and

Arabat, in which the two Troops of The Tenth, and

the two of the Chasseurs D'Afrique were engaged,
and from which we emerged with such signal success.

Mr. Saunders says :

" The Russians surrounded our men—only one

straight way back to Kertch—nothing left but

to charge—THEY CHARGED.

In the Illustrated London News of the 27th October

1855, the fight of which Mr . Saunders writes, was

described and illustrated . Copies of the paper were

obtained by the Committee of the Association, and

distributed to the Old Comrades at the dinner, and
we are enabled to re-produce on the next page.

Mr. E. S. Percival (formerly No. 2811 of the
Regiment) evinces his interest in his Old Comrades,

by writing from Bodmin in Cornwall, mentioning the

names of many who served with him in " E " Troop,

which he refers to as Colonel Brabazon's " Lily

Langtry " Troop, and relates his experiences at the

Cavalry manoeuvres on Salisbury Plain last year.

His old Troop Comrades will be glad to hear of his

prosperity in civil life.

Corporal Holder, writing from Old Shoreham

Shoreham-by-Sea, says :

I am in the West Sussex Constabulary . I have

seen eight who I cannot mention by name, or
who I do not wish to, tramping the road . They
call here for a night's shelter . They have a
" kip ," and eight ounces of bread . For that

they have to break half a hundred-weight of

stone, which is pretty hard graft . This is a

workhouse, and I relieve tramps every evening

for two hours, so that is how I see them.

Of course I speak to them about old times, and

they are sorry they ever left . Some of them
you know very well . They asked me, when

writing, not to mention their names, so I am

only keeping a promise, like I used to, the

4 annas in the A. T. A. I am A-1, and still

play football.

wish one and all a healthy and happy
'Xmas .

From "THE OLD JEW ."

The following may, not inappropriately, be publish-

ed under " The Old Comrades " title ; it is addressed

to the Regiment generally :--

Before bidding farewell to the Regiment, with
which my late husband was so long associated,

I wish to take this opportunity of thanking you

all who, by your kindly sympathy and practical

assistance, have done so much to help me in

my bereavement . Such services, rendered at
so afflicting a time, are difficult to appraise at

their full value, and I therefore wish to express

to you my heartfelt gratitude for the way in

which you have endeavoured to lighten the

burden thrust upon me by the death of my

husband, for your solicitude, and for the
practical means you have employed to ensure

my welfare in my future life, after leaving
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the Regiment,--which has for me, apart from

the one great sorrow, so many happy recollec-
tions .

Yours gratefully,

FLORENCE MORGAN.

The time for the next annual gathering of the

Association is rapidly approaching, and it is

hoped that all who have the opportunity will
attend. Those going home for summer leave
are requested, in the event of their not receiv-

ing notice of the time and place of the dinner,

to place themselves in communication with the
Hon . Secretary,	

Sergt .-Major PALMER,

Grove House, Hollywood Road,
Fulham Road, London, S . W.

That the former Officers of the Tenth are in

hearty sympathy with the Association is evident

by the circulation amongst them of a letter

which runs :
Naseby Hall, near Rugby.

10th HUSSARS OLD COMRADES ASSOCIATION.

As a result of the apparently unanimous expres-
sions of approval towards the Old Comrades '

Association which were made at the Regimental

Dinner this year, I am asking all who have
served as Officers in the Regiment to assist the

annual gathering by subscribing towards the

fund.

Money is needed in order that those who are
prevented by financial reasons from attending,

may be enabled, by the generosity of their

former Officers, to do so.

If you feel disposed to assist the Association, I
would ask you to fill up the attached Bankers'

order, and return it to Messrs . Cox & Co.
I need scarcely tell you your subscriptions would

be devoted to the above object, and be most

gratefully received by the Committee.
S . L. BARRY, MAJOR.

Conlict between the 10th Hussars and Cossacks at Kertch.

The following is the version of this gallant affair which we are enabled to illustrate from the sketch of a Crimean Correspond-
ent :—" I have not seen any version of the little affair at Kertch," says the Times' Correspondent, " in which the 10th Hussars
were engaged, but I have heard many various reports and statements on the subject, and it is said the despatch containing the
particulars was lost between Balaclava and head-quarters . It is reported that a small force of the 10th went out to patrol the
country towards Arabat, and that when marching in loose order they were suddenly attacked by a strong party of Cossack cavalry
who succeeded in killing two, wounding three or four, and taking fifteen men prisoners . The rest of the Hussars cut their way
through the enemy, and are said to have left forty dead on the field .
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REGIMENTAL CONCERTS.

THE mantle of Captain Rose, as " the Regimental

George Edwardes, " has fallen upon Captain Williams ;

he speedily took advantage of the return of the Band,

by organising the first concert of his first season.

The Prince of Wales's Theatre re-opened under his

management on the 12th November . A large and

(quoting the daily press) fashionable audience were

present, including Lady Milbanke, Mrs . Parker and a

host of ladies and Officers of the Garrison. The

Regiment gave evidence of their delight at the resump-

tion of the concerts by appearing " as strong as

possible, " and greeted with unmistakable signs of

approval, every number on the programme. The

absence from the list of artistes of the name of

Mrs. Ward, who was suffering from a bad cold, created

much disappointment, and all her friends and admirers

wished her a speedy recovery . The list of artistes was

limited, but the quality of them fully compensated for
the deficiency in quantity. Those two " hosts in

themselves"—Sergt .-Major Black and Sergt. I . of M.

Curtis—with Sergt . O'Connell and Corporal Nance,

completed the "tale of the Company," and, of course,

Me Band—and—Bandsman Scales as accompanist :

his first re-appearance after his return from furlough

in England.

Corporal Nance, after the overture, hospitably in-

vited all or any to " Call round at any old time, " and

Black followed, proclaiming his gallantry by singing

" Send them along to me . " The—in his case inevit-

able—encore was demanded, and his response was the

song he has made so popular, " Rowing to Hampton
Court . " Sergt . Curtis relieved him on the stage, and

in fashion most droll displayed his ability to articulate

"Truly rural, " concluding with an invitation to the

ladies in the audience to exhibit similar ability—which

they did, with considerable success . A selection from

" Iolanthe" delightfully rendered by the Band brought

the first part to a close.

After the interval, a selection from Harry Lauder 's

Songs was played by the Band, with a go, and was
accorded a reception which would, could he have heard

it, have afforded the Scotch songster as much satisfac-

tion as it did to the audience . Sergt.-Major Black

then came on, and described the adventures in town

of a Manx couple, in amusing style, and after Sergt.

O 'Connell had instructed divers persons to " Suspend

externally the front-door key, " Black and Curtis gave

the piece de resistance " SOLLOMON . " In it they pour-

trayed the personality and views of two Semitic

gentlemen with unbounded success. Nasally, aqui-

line and prodigious, with costumes redolent of Petti-

coat Lane, with gestures, speech, and mannerisms,

—especially those of Black—they were " to the manner

born . " The effect was screamingly funny, and the

audience, during their presence on the stage, was

in paroxysms of laughter.

It was a fitting finish to a delightful show, and we
left the Theatre in that frame of mind which induces,

after leaving continuous expressions of approval of

all seen and heard.

A second Concert on the 26th November, which

drew a crowded house, was the occasion of a veritable
triumph for Mrs . Ward, who, to everyone's delight,
had recovered from the indisposition which prevented

her from singing at the first of the season's series.

She gave that alternately pathetic and exultant des-

criptive solo " The Moorish Maid ", wherein is set
forth how Zoraida, a beautiful daughter of the Moors,

was, on her people being driven forth from Spain, led

captive into Barbary . In exquisite manner the artist

described that love for her natal land which, with so

many of the Christian Moors, was a part of their very

existence, and eloquently depicted the maiden's

prayers and hopes for a return to the land of her

fathers . Her ruthless captors had demanded as a

ransom, a huge sum which was not forthcoming, and

as time sped on, relaxed their vigilance over her ; this

afforded her lover, a noble of Spain, an opportunity

which he had been unremittingly seeking. No other
means of acquainting her with his proximity being

possible, he had recourse to the stratagem of the

minstrel Blonde], the faithful adherent of Richard

Coeur de Lion, when that monarch was the prisoner of

the Saracens, and under the walls of her prison sang

an old song, beloved of both in the days of her freedom
in Spain : Zoraida grasped the situation, responded to
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the signal, and in a short time Don Gaspar, in the

face of many dangers, effected her escape.

To say that Mrs : Ward's contribution was raptur-

ously applauded but feebly expresses the demonstra-

tions of the audience : the demands for an encore were
overwhelming, and continued unabated until she made

her re-appearance, and sang a charming little ballad,

which was received with the same manifestations of

delight.

Another notable number was an " extra turn,"

that of Mr. Jacob, of the R .A.M .C . : he sang that
stirring- West County song " Devon" in a manner that

also involved a re-appearance . Sergt. O' Connell ' s

song, " In my Aeroplane for two " , was appreciated.
Sergt .-Major Black entertained the audience with a

song new to them," The band-box girl," and spoke, or

sang, his French, with accents quite Parisian. Need-
less to say, he was not allowed to retire after one

effort, and he replied to the continuous applause with

" Send them along to me . "

Sergt. I . of M. Curtis came on with another song

new to Pindi audiences, a little ditty entitled "Welcom-
ing him in " ; it was stated on the programme to be a

pathetic ballad, but can be more perfectly described

as one of that humorous class which characterises

this singer's wonderful repertoire . In his case also a
second turn was not to be evaded, and " I saw Esau"

was given as an encore.

The vocal part of the programme terminated, by

special request, with the duet by Black and Curtis,

" Solomon, " the success of the first concert.

The Band's share was, as usual, an important and
varied one, consisting of

t . Slavonic Rhapsody.

2. Cornet Solo Songs (a) " The Rosary"
(b) " Quand tu chantes "

in which Sergt . Forrest again convinced us that he is
an unrivalled cornet soloist.

3. " Monsieur Beaucaire "

4. " Our Miss Gibbs"

5. " Tannhauser"

Bandsman Scales was the accompanist, and acquit-
ted himself with-the ability for which he is famed, and

Mrs. Parker accompanied Mr . Jacob with a skill that

provoked surprise and admiration . We take this, her

first appearance, as an earnest of many musical treats

which we hope in the future will be accorded to us.

In consequence of the presence in the station of the

Twelfth Lancers—between whom and us such warm
feelings prevail,—only a week was allowed to elapse

before another Concert was given . This, like its pre-

decessors, was a huge success . When it is related

that the Sergeant-Majors and Sergts . of the Twelfth

were the guests of those of " Ours," that the

Corporals were convives of their compeers, and that

the men of the Twelfth were warmly greeted by the
men of the Tenth, it need not be said that the badge

which we wear in common, was in abundant evidence.

The Officers, the same evening, entertained the

Officers of the 5th Cavalry, who were halting at Pindi
en route for the manoeuvres, and are to relieve the 11th
K.E .O . 's Lancers in this station . They of

course attended the Concert, and in addition, many ladies and

Officers of the Regiments here, and some from Jhelum,

making up an audience which more than justified the

exhibition outside of a " standing room only " board.

It is safe to assert that all were amply entertained,

and rejoiced that they had seized the opportunity of

being present at an entertainment, the quality of

which is rarely, if ever, excelled in India.

We were fortunate in securing the services of that

famous artist of the Twelfth—Sergeant Grimes ; also

of those of Sergeant Kilgour and Pte . Cox, expert

entertainers and good soldiers, who are always to he

found trekking with their Regiment.

Our stage manager, ever doing the right thing,

gave precedence to the Twelfth, and Pte .Cox was the

first vocalist to face the audience ; he sang the coon

song " Silvery Moon " with such expression and

ability that an encore was demanded, and he respond-
ed with another "My Rainbow Queen . " The choruses

of both were sung with great heartiness by the

audience, who would have liked to hear yet another,

but having regard to the flight of time, his number

was replaced by that of Sergt . I . of M . Curtis, who

was accorded the signs of approval which always

follow his efforts.

Then came the success of the evening. Sergt.

Grimes of the Twelfth, one of those vocal humorists

who, like poets, are born not made, took the stage, and

in manner most apt sang " I will, I won ' t . " This turn

was an entertainment in itself ; in his patter he invited

members of the audience to sing the chorus, signalling
especially that happy improviser of his own Regiment,

Sergeant Hart—whom we have heard with much

pleasure before . He rose readily, and responded

unhesitatingly, introducing in his verse graceful

compliments to the Tenth . Loud applause followed,

on the subsidence of which, Sergeant Frisby, one of

our own artists, was selected by Grimes, and invited

to sing. Like Hart, he immediately contributed a

chorus which met with the approval to which he is

accustomed . The ladies in front were then challenged

to exhibit their excellence of memory and vocal powers,

but silence ensued . A different result followed a call
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to " men only . " Hearty and vociferous raising of

voices was the response, and when Grimes invited

" Ladies and Gents, " a volume of sound in which the

sweeter tones of the former were plainly distinguish-
able, filled the building, to the obvious satisfaction of

the man " holding the boards ." The conclusion of the

song was vehemently applauded, and Grimes gave that

cheery number from "Our Miss Gibbs," the burthen of

which is " Yap-i-iddity . " His rendering of it was
perfect, and the signs of the delight of his audience

were unmistakable . If I am not misinformed, our

Colonel, who is not really recognised as a vocalist,

joined in the very alluring chorus whith a considerable

amount of enthusiasm, not to say fervour . It is also
" reported in the lines " that the Senior Squadron

Commander succumbed to the prevailing mood, and

sang lustily,—but this cannot be confirmed.

It is sufficient to say of the Stage Manager, that his

song and encore, Kelly from the Isle of Man," and

" Antonio," were rendered in the manner we always

expect, and are never disappointed.

Then we were afforded a treat which was not

expected . Capt. Hewett of the Supply & Transport
Corps, who was one of the audience, readily respond-

ed to the insidious suggestions of our impresario, by

singing that inspiriting song " The Trumpeter, "

following the inevitable demands for another with

" The Irish Girl . " He was replaced by Sergeant
Frisby, who, on this his first appearance since his

return from England, sang in a manner mirthful which

met the case, " Don't you think he ought to see a

Doctor?" and another unannounced number terminated

the programme : this was a trio by Sergts . Grimes and
Kilgour and Pte. Cox, of the Twelfth . They chose for
our edification "Otto " from the "Girls of Gottenberg"

and afforded the listeners, by their clever rendering,

as much pleasure as could have been given to a more

fastidious house by the original exponents of the song.

So ended one of the most notable and enjoyable
concerts given under Regimental auspices . It was in
all probability the last of the 1909 series as the

manoeuvres are upon us, and a fitting finale to a year
of X. R.H. entertainments which have been marked by

universal expressions of admiration and appreciation.

— _____ --

2nd (RAWALPINDI) DIVISION
MANOEUVRES, 1 90 9 .

THE 2nd Division, and the Sialkot Cavalry Brigade,

assembled along the line of the KAHIL nullah, some

15 miles N.-E. of the Grand Trunk road, between

HASSAN ABDUL and KALA SERAI . These troops

were under the command of our Divisional Com-

mander, General R . Martin, C . B.

The scheme, which was issued by the Director-
General, Sir Josceline Wodehouse, K .C.B., Command-
ing the Northern Army, anticipated six days ' work,
embracing reconnaissance, the approach march, the

division on the defensive, in pursuit, and in attack on

a prepared position.

Owing to torrential rains, however, the manoeuvres
had to be abandoned on the second day, and the

order given for troops to march home as quickly as
possible.

General Martin's Force represented the Army of a

Green State, whose capital was ABBOTTABAD, its

mission being to attack the Line of Communication

of a Red Army near Gagan, with its base, JHELUM.

The Red Commander had detailed troops to safe-
guard this line, these troops being represented by the

Red Force ; Colonel Vaughan commanded this Red

Force, the Regiment being brigaded with "V" Battery,

R . H . A., and the 5th Cavalry, under Colonel Lang

of the latter Regiment ; the 25th Punjabis, 36th Sikhs,
and 29th Mountain Battery, represented 4 Infantry

Brigades and a Brigade of Mountain Artillery, work-

ing in skeleton ; while the Red Cavalry and Royal

Horse Artillery counted only at their actual strength.
The first problem for the Red Commander to solve

was the whereabouts and intentions of the Green

Division ; but to do this he had to first locate and

either defeat or evade the Green Cavalry Brigade.

As the latter were much more numerous than the

Red Cavalry Brigade, it was decided to use the

Battalions of the Sikh Infantry Brigade as supports
and pivots for our Squadrons, in the manner so

familiar to those who took part in General French's

operations round Colesberg in 1899 and 1900, and

also so successfully adopted by the Japanese, when
their small Cavalry Force had to face numerically

superior Squadrons of Cossacks.

There were three roads leading to the three fords
over the HARO river, fit for guns, by which the enemy

might advance . The Cavalry moved to a concealed

position of readiness on the most eastern of the three

roads, some 12 miles N .-E. of our position at NEKA,

the reconnaissance duties being entrusted to " A "

Squadron, 10th Hussars (Captain Hon . E. B. Meade)

Lieut. Turnor 's Troop of " D " Squadron, was also

sent out as a ` Contact troop ' during the small

hours of the morning, to observe the central and

western roads . One battalion of Sikhs, and a battery

of Maxims were concealed in the thorn trees along

the nullah hank, about a mile to our front, whilst
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another battalion was entrenched covering the drift

10 miles S . of BUDHO.

The first news of the enemy's approach was re-

ceived from Lieut . Tumor, Captain Meade reporting

the enemy about 5 miles west of him at the same time,

whilst the H. Q. telescope observed his adavnced Regi-
ments crossing the railway, as the reports came in.

The Red Cavalry Brigade at once made a rapid

march to a position of readiness behind a small knoll

on the right of the Sikh Battalion holding the ford

S . of BUDHO.

The enemy, either owing to the rain which had been
falling heavily for some hours, or from a natural dis-

inclination to take on the Rawal Pindi Cavalry

Brigade, showed a lamentable want of dash . After
some desultory long-range sniping, our old friends,

the Twelfth, and some other Squadrons of the Sialkot

Brigade, slowly retired behind a ridge near BUDHO.

The Umpires had decided that they must either

advance or retire, and they selected the latter ignoble

course.

Operations were now suspended, and prayers offer-
ed for fine weather.

We returned to bivouac at Kala Serai. Here the

more luxurious of us had ample opportunities of
judging the comparative advantages of blanket

bivvies ", tarpaulins over mule-carts, the lee and
weather sides of hay-stacks, and other up-to-date

campaigning novelties, while the more hardy warriors,

with religion akin to that of Christian Scientists

relied on song to dispel the illusion that there was
any moisture in the atmosphere, and stirring choruses

of " Yip-ti-addity-ay," and " Cheer up cully, you'll
soon he dead ", resounded throughout the night.

Next morning was the same, only more so . The
O. C. Red Force put his nose into the moisture, and
ordered the Trumpeter to sound " no parade to-day ."
About 11-30 a .m ., a wire, which had been despatched
from the Director of Manoeuvres, 5 miles distant, at
8 a .m., gallantly forced its way through the obstruct-

ing babus at the station office, and informed us that
troops were to return to quarters.

Then ensued a same qui peut down the Grand
Trunk road. The Tenth Hussars jumped off with a

good lead, and marched in the 20 odd miles, in three
hours . Every possible arrangement in the way of

hot mashes for the horses, and meals and fires for the

men, had been made before our arrival, and we were
even able to offer the somewhat hare hospitality of the

gymnasium and theatre to our friends and late

enemies, the Twelfth Lancers, who arrived some
hours later .

The Divisional Staff had the unexpected experience

of concentrating the whole Division, with camel

transport, on one road from Serai Gadai to Hassan

Abdul, and were satisfied with the result.

So were everyone else except some poor little

Gurkhas, who burnt their toes by sticking them too far

into the " bivvy " fires, and nine natives who had to

be " written off " owing to death from exposure.

Were we down-hearted ?—NO ! ! ! !

FIVE YEARS HENCE.

Addressed to the Regiment by a Home Correspondent.
Five years they give you abroad to remain,
Long enough I take it, experience to gain,
Perhaps you're asking, asking in suspense,
What will England be like five years hence ?

Will the Peers have perished, banished evermore,
From the gilded chamber where they sat of yore,
Will to bear a title be a State offence,
In the Land of Labour, five years hence?

Will at all elections, women have to vote,

Will the blood-red banner, o'er the Palace float,
With the Marsellaise, will sittings all commence,
In the Council Chamber, five years hence?

You will see some changes,—Demos holding sway

And a Reign of Terror may ' nt be far away ;
Or you will find triumphant, Discipline and sense,
But be sure of a Welcome, five years hence.

LAM BAWALA.

OUR LETTER BOX.

WE are very pleased to hear again from our corre-

spondent, Old Tenth (Hackney) . He writes regarding

what to him is the unaccountable absence from the

Old Comrades ' annual gatherings of two former

Officers of the Regiment . Endowed with a retentive

memory, on which he is to be congratulated, Old

Tenth recalls words addressed by the Officers in

question to the Members of the Sergeants ' Mess. If

our correspondent will reflect on the many duties

exacted from officers after they have retired from the

service, duties of obligation in the management of

their affairs, it is certain that he will admit that the

inability to attend the meetings of which he writes
is due solely to the demands made upon their time,

which cannot be ignored nor neglected . There is no

doubt that they strongly desire to meet their Old

Comrades and will seize the first opportunity of

doing so. In the meantime Old Tenth is informed

that their sympathy with the Association is being
displayed in a tangible manner by the officers he

mentions . They are both subscribers to the funds of

the Tenth Hussars ' Aid Society and to the Old

Comrades ' Association .
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REGIMENTAL GAZETTE.

Extract from the London Gazette.

Dated War Office, Whitehall, London, S . W,

14th September 1909.

The Royal Fusiliers (City of London Regiment).
Second Lieutenant R . G . P. Borthwick from10th
(Prince of Wales's Own Royal) Hussars, to be Second

Lieutenant, in succession to Lieutenant E . H . Nichol-
son, promoted, dated 15th September.

Dated War Office, Whitehall, London, S .W :,
1st October 1909.

Captain Frank S. Rose, 10th (Prince of Wales ' s
Own) Royal Hussars, to be Aide-de-Camp (extra) to

Lieutenant-General Sir C . W. H . Douglas, K.C.B .,
Commanding-in-Chief, Southern Command.

Dated War Office, Whitehall, London, S W .,

8th October 1909.

10th (Prince of Wales 's Own Royal) Hussars, Cap-

tain The Honourable Arthur Annesley, from the half-

pay list, is restored to the establishment, vice F . S.
Rose, seconded, with precedence next below the

Honourable E . B. Meade, dated October 9th.

Captain Frank S Rose is seconded for service on

the Staff under the provisions of Article 74 (i), Royal

Warrant, for Pay and Promotion, 1907.

Dated War Office, Whitehall, London, S. W.,
19th November 1909.

10th (Prince of Wales 's Own Royal) Hussars,
Second Lieutenant (on probation) Guy Alexander
resigns his commission.

Dated War Office, Whitehall, London, S. W.,
7th December 1909.

Commands and Staff.—Major M . R. H . Wilson,10th
(Prince of Wales ' s Own Royal) Hussars, to be Mili-
tary Secretary to General Sir O. M . Creagh, V.C .,
G.C.B., Indian Army, Commander-in-Chief in India,

and is granted the temporary rank of Lieut .-Colonel
while so employed, September 11th.

Dated War Office, Whitehall, London, S . TI'.,

17th December 1909.

10th (Prince of Wales's Own Royal) Hussars, Lieut.

Herbert P . Chaplin resigns his commission.

Dated War Office, Whitehall, London, S . W:,
24th December 1909.

Commands and Staff.—Major E. R . A . Shearman,
10th (Prince of Wales ' s Own Royal) Hussars to be a
Brigade Major, vice Major R . L. Mullens, 2nd Dragoon
Guards (Queen's Bays), dated 19th December 1909 .

PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

No. 6r, Private H. Stevens, appointed Saddler, vice

Jones, deceased, 30-4-09.

No .

	

, Private Mcllroy, appointed Regimental

Storeman, 5-10-09.
Promotions in succession to Sergeant Payne,

1-10-09.
No. 598, Lance-Sergeant W . Blackman, to be

Sergeant.
No. 5230, Lance-Sergeant (i . Hyland, to be paid

Lance-Sergeant.
No. 5198, Lance-Corporal A . Mansfield, to be Cor-

poral.
No. 5589, Lance-Corporal J . Warren, to be paid

Lance-Corporal.

No. 4848, Corporal J . King, appointed unpaid Lance-

Sergeant, 11-10-09.

No . 5492, Lance-Corporal J . Hepple, appointed paid

Lce .-Corpl ., vice Penfold, proceeded home, 22-10-09.

No. 5541, Lance-Corporal W . Ovenden, appointed

paid Lance-Corporal, vice Meades, proceeded home,

22-10-09.
Lance-Corporal L. M . Cooke, appointed local Sergt.

whilst employed in the 2nd (Rawalpindi) Divisional

Staff Office, 25-10-09.

No . 953, Private W. Dyson, appointed Lce .-Corpl.

whilst employed in the A . T. A., 25-10-09.

No. 918, Private E. Wales, appointed unpaid

Lance-Corporal, 25-10-09.

No . 193, Private T . Marchant, appointed unpaid

Lance-Corporal, 25-10-09.

No. 18, Private H . Nepean, appointed unpaid Lce .-

Corporal, 1-11-09.

No. 5613, LanceCorporal B . Hickson, appointed

paid Lance-Corporal, vice Kenknight, proceeded home
1-11-09.

No. 5480, Private J . Bennett, appointed acting Lce .-

Corpl . whilst employed in the Riding School, 5-11-09.

No. 3802, Sergeant F . Hill, appointed officiating

2nd Class Instructor, Punjab Light Horse, 9-11-09.

No. 3617, Sergeant R. H. Curtis, appointed Ser-

geant-Instructor of Musketry, vice Burdett, who re-

turns to Squadron duty, 10-11 -09.
No. 5482, Private C . Noonan, appointed unpaid

Lance-Corporal, 10-11-09.

No. 3609, Private G. Knight, appointed unpaid

Lance-Corporal, 10-11-09.

Promotions in succession to S . S. Farrier Noble.

proceeded home, 17-11-09.
No. 5103, Corporal Shoeing Smith J . Huddert, to be

Sergeant-Farrier.
No. 4737, Shoeing Smith D . Ormerod, to be Corp!.

Shoeing Smith.

No. 242, Private W . Cussans to be Shoeing-Smith .
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No. 5190, Lance-Corporal B . Morris, resigned his

rank, and appointed acting Bandsman, 17-11-09.

No. 5473, Lance-Corporal J . Evans, appointed paid
Lance-Corporal, vice George, proceeded for embarka-

tion for Australia, on discharge, 27-11-09.

No. 4136, Corporal W. Hopkins, appointed tempor-

ary Lines Overseer, Mona Remount Depot, 1-12-0.

No. 4071, Lance Corporal E . Coombes, appointed

paid Lce .-Corporal, vice Warren, transferred, 1-12-0.

No. 4922, Lance-Corporal J . Rey, appointed paid

Lance-Corporal, vice Poole, proceeded home, 7-12-09.

No 5 238, Lance-Corporal S . Haddington, appointed

paid Lance-Corporal, vice O'Shea, proceeded home,

7-12-09.

No. 2952, Private G. Ryan, appointed Shoeing-
Smith, vice Glynn, proceeded home, 7-12-09.

No. 1295, Private A. Palmer, appointed unpaid
Lance-Corporal, 9-12-09.

RE-ENGAGEMENTS.

(To complete 21 years' service).

No. 4778, Sergt . J .Perly, Unattached List, 22-10-09.

EXTENSIONS OF SERVICE.

(To complete 21 years' Army Service .)

No. 5198, Corpl . A. Mansfield, 26-10-09.

5217, Lce.-Corpl . F. Blanchard, 26-10-09.

5230, Lce.-Sergt . G. Hyland, 15-11-09.

5190, Private B . Morris, 19-11-09.

5238, Lce .-Corpl . S. Haddington, 17-12-09.

5154,	 F. Gifford, 17-12-09.

DISCHARGES.

No. 2971, Lce .-Sergt . C . George, sailed from Cal-

cutta on the S .S . " Hymettas ” , for Australia, and

discharged, after 18 years service, 30-11-09--

CERTIFICATES OF EDUCATION.

Awarded 2nd Class Certificates.

At Rawal Pindi on the 16-10-o9--
No. 2483, Lce .-Corpl . J.

Johnson.
No. 5460, Lce. -Corpl . W.

Johnson.

No. 5530, Lce .-Corpl . J.

O'Shea.

No. 362, Pte. E. Bread-
more.

No . 555 1,Pte.W Dewey.

No. 5609, ,, L. Edwards.

No . 1088, ,, H. Jenkins.

No . 1075, ,, H . Steward .

Awarded 3rd Class Certificates.

At Rawal Pindi on the 16-10-o9.

No . 5546, Pte. W. Evans.
No. 710,

	

,, W. John-
son.

No. 55 6 9, Pte. J . Moun-

tain.
No . 969, Pte . T. Naylor.

No 3602, ,, J . Rushby.

No . 2952, „ J. Ryan.

No. 3604, ,, H . Smith.
No. 935,

	

,, J . Tyne.

At Rawal Pindi on the26-10-09-

No . 449, Pte . R . Clark . No. 2955, Pte . H . Cook.

No. 897, Pte . W. Scott.

At Dalhousie on the 25-9-09----

No. 638, Private C . Belcher.

At an examination for First Class Certificates held
at Rawal Pindi in September--

No . 4358, Sergeant T . Langdon passed in Group I,

and No. 942 Private D . R. Davies in Group II.

CLASSES OF INSTRUCTION.

Major C. W. H . Crichton, Veterinary Class for

British Officers, at Poona, in August 1909.

Certified as qualified to serve in S . & T. Corps,
after instruction in Supply duties . Examination at

Rawal Pindi on the 13th September 1909.

No. 2125, Lce.-Corpl- F.

Drake .

No. 4702, Pte . J . Harffey.

Instruction in Maxim Guns and Tripods. Exa-
mination at Rawal Pindi, 26-2-09. Degree of pro-

ficiency—Very good

No . 3489, Private J . Finch.

Instruction as Stretcher Bearers, in accordance

with King's Regulations, para . 838 :

No . 3605, Pte . R. Cahill.

No . 185o, ,, D .

	

Calla-

ghan.

No . 3552, „ G. Calver.

No. 935, „ C . Coker.

Passed examination in Subjects(a) (b) for promotion,

20-11-09 :

2nd Lieut M.de Tuyll .

	

2nd Lieut . G. E . Gosling.

2nd Lieut . C. R. Turnor.

"

"

„

No. 1612, Sergeant. W.

Reeves

No. 2924, Lance Sergeant

Whitworth.

No. 4971, Lce.-Corpl . E.

Coombes.
No. 3632, Lce .-Corpl . W.

Dart.

No . 923, Lce .-Corpl . W.

Hayday.

No. 962, Lce .-Corpl . C.

Hotine .

No. 5190, Lce .-Corpl . G.

Morris.

No . 4922, Lce.-Corpl . J.

Rey.

No 79, Pte. Ames.
No . 959,

	

,, H . Blake-

more.
No. 975. Pte. A . Craw-

ley.

No. 2023, Pte. M . Darcy .

No. 2951, Lce .-Corpl . R.
Robinson.

No. 560,Pte . H. Johnson.
No . 5431, ,, F . Mileham.
No . 884, ,, W. Slaugh-

ter .
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ARRIVALS.

From furlough in England :--

S . S . M . I . of Fencing and Mrs.

Barrows.
Sergeant and Mrs Marshall.

Farrier-Major McNaught.

S. S. M . Brisley.
Trumpet-Major Engall.

Sergeant Slattery.

Sergeant Long.

Band Sergt . Forrest.

Corporal Smeed.

Manser.
King.

Ball.

Trumpeter Harding.

Whitcroft.

Bandsman Scales.
Broad.

Darvill.

Hearn.
Shoeing Smith Treasure.

Bloomfield.

Jempson.

Sergeant and Mrs . Frisby and 2 children, 30-10-09.

DRAFT arrived at Karachi, on the Hired Transport

Rohilla " on the 2nd December 1909, joined 4th

Dec . and posted as follows :

" A " Squadron (18) .

6-10-09.

No . 6705, Pte . J . Clarke.

1104, ,, A. Sower-

by.

1427, ., H . Skipper.

1609, „ G. Nicholls.

1820, „ W. Burton.

2017, „ H. East-

wood,

J . Bishop.

„ C. Dalby.

„ H. Hutchin-

son.

No. 675o, Pte . W. W a 1 -
lace.

1296, „ C . Fennell.

1429, „ T. Glen -
cross.

1613, „ J . Hill.

184o, „ C . Richards.

2043, „ T. Monaghan
.

No 672, Pte . J . Thomson

1304, ,, W. H e n -
wood.

1494, ,, J . Spence.
1718, „ J . Pearce.

1954, „ W. Arscott.

2183, „ L Barclay.
2364, „ A. Dable.

2469, ,, W. Sugden.

3 899, BoyT. Hannay.

No. 2302, Pte .A . Jackson.
2417, ,, J . Watson.

„ 256o, „ T. Fowler.

„ 2760, ,, E . C u m -

mings.

„ 2831, , . T. Alker.

3034, ,, E. Burke

3236, ,, W. Rix

" B " Squadron

No. 35o5, Pte . A . Roberts.

6635, „ A. Walker.

2626, , . A . Pallister.

814, „ J. Clarke

1368, „ H . White-
head.

1 5 2 3, „ J . King.

1719, , . J . Malcolm.

1973, „ H . Middle-

ton.

2227, „ E . Ibbetson.

2447,

2594,
277 8 ,

„ 2888,
3049,

3353,

No. 4409, Sergt. T.Ward-

ley, wife and one child.
No. 5115, Corpora l H.

Strudwick and wife.

85, Pte . A. Jepson.

1110, „ A .

	

Mc-

Bryde.

1 47 6 , ), T. Hender-

son.
1676, „ J . Dickson.

1927, „ C . Walker.

2178, „ J . Chilvers.

2329, „ W. Rose.

2449, „ W. Wat-

son.

2 575 ,, J . Peterson,

2789 „ J . Wigham.

The wives of Sergt. Curl

companied the Draft .

(32) . . —Contd.

No . 2402,Pte.A . Grant.

2485, ,, J . Kelly.

2726, „ T. Bell.

2791, „ F . Bellwood.
3006, „ A . Hall.

3205, „ W. Fewster.

34 09, „ G. Ward.

3646, „ R. Savage.

3427, „ P . Turton.

3368, „ C. Lane.

No. 2977, Pte . L . Downes.

3139, „ C. Hodder.
4617 Boy J . Avery.
1079 Pte . L. Hop -

wood.

1378, „ T. Waugh.

1577, „ C. Ronder.

1817, „ L . Douglas.

2005, „ E . Smith.
2291, „ A . Batt} e.

2409, , . G. Scott.

2544, „ J . Addison.

2749, „ J .Ingledew.

2830, „ G. Adams.

3035, „ G . Hogarth.

3 235, ,, H . Spencer.

and Saddler Stevens ac-

„

„

„

„
„

2296,

2422,

2 549,

„

„

B " Squadron (32) .

„

„

„

„

„

No . 545,

11

„

J.
„ J . Shepherd.

„ C . Barker.

33(7, ,, J . Lowden.

566 Tptr . T. Daw-

son .

„

„

„

" C " Squadron (25).

	

Pte . P .

	

M c -

	

No. 1568

Donald.

3319, ,, T . Oakley. „ 1726

1464, ,, D. Cullen.

1603, „ W . Barnes.

1936, „ A Richards.

	

2139, „ R . Balmer .

	

„ 2245

	

2312, „ T. Wraye .

	

, 240 5

	

„ W. Greaves

	

„ 2538

„ W. Morton.

Amos .

	

, 2758

Branley . „ 2823

302 5
32o6

1 975

Pte. W. Low-

den.
„ P. McGre-

gor.
C, Silver -

wood.

R . Wilson.

T. Smith.

G . Ch e es-

brough.

G. Riding.
J . Allison.

F. Kappler.

L Steve n -

son.

„

„

„

" D” Squadron (27).

„

„

„
„
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„
„

„

DEPARTURES.

On the hired Transport " Dongola, " from Bom-

bay, 27th October 1909 :-

Mrs . Morgan.

For discharge :--

No. 3806, S . S.FarrierW . 1 No. 1567 Pte . J . Davie.

	

Noble .

	

„ 5499 ,, A .

	

Cham-

66,Pte. J . Ash .

	

bers.

For transfer to the Army Reserve

No. 5171 Lce .-Corpl . G.

Meades.

5508 , Lce.-Corpl . A.

Aldcroft.

For transfer to the Home Establishment :-

No . 5579 Lce .-Corpl . S.

Knight.
„ 4260 Tpr. C . Luland.

„ 4033 Bandsman F.

Elmslie.

On winter furlough :-

No . 5o85 Corp] . (O. R. C .) No. 4957 Corpl . S . Smith

	

T. Panton .

	

J . Dunstall.
„ 5214

	

G . Gil-

	

„ 5362 Trumpeter J.

	

more . [ghan .

	

Woods.
3809 Corpl . A. Calla-

On the hired Transport " Plassy " from Bombay,
5th November 1909 :-

For transfer to the Army Reserve.

No. 5172, Lce .-Corpl . J.

Liddington.
5188, Lce .-Corpl . G.

Kenknight

„ 5164, Pte . P. Maher.

5183, ,, C. Woods.

5 224, „ W. Hughes.

On the hired Transport " Rohilla " from Karachi,

10th December 1909 :-

For transfer to the Home Establishment-

333 1 , Sergeant W . Rolfe .

For transfer to The Army Reserve-Contd.
No .

	

5530,

	

Lce .-Corpl .

	

J . No. 5521,Pte . J . McPetrie.

O'Shea . „ 5514, ,, F. Gibson.
„ 5221, Pte .

	

F . Day . ., 5262, ,,

	

G . Hart.

„ 5226,

	

„ C. Carlton .

On the hired Transport " Dongola, " from Karachi,

31st December 1909

For duty with the South Irish Horse--

No . 2908, S . S . Major R. Cox (accompanied by
wife and three children).

For discharge : No. 3276, Private P . Bishop.

For transfer to Army Reserve--

No. 5262, Pte. G.Hart .

	

No . 5264, S.S . W. Keen.

5265, E .

	

Raw- „ 5510, Pte. T. Crombie

lings . ,, 5554,

	

„

	

M . King.

55 2 3, C. Reeves . 5 2 73,

	

„

	

S . Reardon.

„ 5 2 7 2 ,

	

„ W. Bram- 5276 ,

	

W . Carter.
ble . „ 5526 ,

	

„

	

H . Adams.

„ 5 2 75,

	

„ W. Anstey . 5528,

	

Lce.-Corpl .

	

G.

„ 55 2 9,

	

„ J . Hoare . Buckenham.

5288,

	

„ G Cox . 5555,

	

Lce.-Corpl .

	

E.

5 2 93, W. Lusted . Round.

5202,

	

„ J, Chandler 5296, Pte . A. Wyles.

5 2 95,

	

„ J . Hibberd . 5303,

	

C . Toms

5307, B .

	

Lewis . 5309,

	

W. Kent.

53 10 , S .

	

Lang-
ford.

55 2 7,

	

W.

	

Am-

brose.

53 1 3, T. Curnock . 53 1 4,

	

„

	

J .

	

Webb.

53 1 5, E. Herbert . „ 5556,

	

F . Eames.

55 1 9, W. Kirby . 5532,

	

J . Walker.

5557,

	

„ J .

	

Calla- 5512,

	

„

	

A . Forwood

ghan. 55 8 7,

	

„

	

R . Morris.

5626, G. Edwards 55 24,

	

„

	

E .

	

Shoe-

„ 545 6 , H . Emms . bridge.

On the S .S . " Hymettus, " from Calcutta,

	

on

	

the

30th November 19o9-for Australia.

For Discharge-

No. 2971, Lce.-Sergt . C. George.

TRANSFERS.

From 1st Battn ., Lancashire Fusiliers, 1-10-09 .-

Private E. Hillman.

From 1st Battn ., Northampton

Regiment, 1-10-09.-Private D. Cole, Private J. Kitchener, Private E. H.
Beasley.

From 2nd Battn ., Liverpool Regiment, 22-10-o9.-

Private C. Morris and wife.

From

	

1st Battn., Northumberland Fusiliers,

31-I2-o9 .-Private C. Wootton.

No . 5148 Lce .-Corpl . W .

Penfold.

885 Pte. F. Howlett.
„ 5169 „ J . Mills.

No. 4170 Bandsman H.
Webb,

53 87 Pte . M. Dillon.

465 „ C. Spillane.

+ 5 1 79,
5206,

No 5186, Lce -Corp] . J.

Martin.
5716, Pte . A. Cou-

sins.

„ J. Adshead.

„ A . Hughes.
5225, ., J. Brush.

No.

For transfer to the Army Reserve-

No. Pte. S . Boud.

J . Bass.

J . Hogg.
J . Rogers.

W. Car-

penter.
E. Rands.

P. Steele.

E. Plomer.

T. Wilkins

No . 5515, S .S. C. Glynn.

55 22 , Lce .-Corpl . J.

Poole.
5518, Pte . A. King.
5209, Pte . P . Collin-

gham.

55 1 3, „ W. Foster.
5516, „ G. Haw-

thorn.
5289, „ F . Russell.

54 04,

5 1 95,
5210,

5216,

55 09,

5 2 43,
5220,

5 22 3,

5 2 33,
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To the Army Reserve, 24-9-o9 .—No. 5193, Private

D. Baillie.

To the Unattached List, for employment as Clerk

and Steward in the Lawrence Memorial School,
1-10-o9 .—No. 3732, Sergt . H. J . Payne.

To the Royal Warwickshire Regiment,

30-11-09.—No. 964, Private A. Barclay.

To the 8th Hussars, 30-11-o9 .—No. 5589, Lance-

Corporal J . Warren.

(Attached) Armourer Sergeant Wheaton to the Punjab
School of Musketry, and Armourer SergeantWerts
from the School, 17-11-09.

PENSIONS.

No. 5041, Private H. F. Tate, 30d. per diem, for

12 months, conditional.

No. 1681, Private James Wilson (discharged after

5 years ' service on the 4th March 1857) 6d. per diem,
for life, 21-10-09.

No. 779, Private T . McCann, 12d. per diem, for

life, instead of his present pension of 11d . from 11th
November 1909.

AWARDED PRIZES FOR THE BEST TRAINED

REMOUNTS.

First Prize . Private Shortall, Remount B—131.

Second ,, --Private Bussey

DOMESTIC OCCURRENCES.

BIRTHS.
MunsoN. --At Cliffden, on the 5th October 1909, the

wife of Corporal W. Munson, of a son (William

Alexander) .

PASKELL.—At Cliffden, on the 9th October 1909,

the wife of Sergt . Paskell of a daughter (Josephine

Mary),

PATER.—At Rawal Pindi on the 12th October 1909,

the wife of Corporal Pater of a son (Lawrence).

LOADER.—At Rawal Pindi, on the 3rd November

1909, the wife of Lance-Corporal Loader of a daughter

(Ethel Agnes) .

MARRIAGES,

MITFORD--OGILVY.—At Cortachy Castle, Kirriemuir,

Forfarshire, on the 25th November 1909, Captain The

Honourable Clement Bertram Ogilvy Mitford, to Lady

Helen Ogilvy, second daughter of the late Lieute-

nant-Colonel The Earl of Airlie and The Countess of

Airlie, of Cortachy Castle.

DEATHS.

SEELS.-At London, on the 2nd October 1909,
Valentine Seels, formerly Corporal in the Regiment,

aged 44 years 5 months.

FRISBY.--At Colaba, Bombay, on the 25th October

1909, Doris, the infant daughter of Sergeant and

Mrs . Frisby.

SMITH .—In the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, where he

was an In-Pensioner, on the 12th November 1909,
David Smith, formerly a Private in the Regiment,

aged 69 years 4 months.

CLOTHIER .—In the Station Hospital, Rawal Pindi,

on the 5th December 1909, Private Charles Clothier

aged 26 years.

A—44 .
Third „ —Lce .-Cpl . Hollingworth „

	

D--125 .
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